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THE COMPANY AND ITS PURPOSE 

Electronic Memories, Inc. was formed in June 1961 to develop, manufacture 
and market electronic and magnetic memory products. The company objective 
is to fill the increasing need for memory devices in the data processing indus
try, the communications field, guidance and control systems for the missile 
industry, communications and control systems for space vehicles and in the 
broad field of automation. 

Electronic Memories, Inc. has designed and produced satellite core memory 
systems for Applied Physics Laboratories, General Electric Company, Goodyear 
Aircraft Corporation, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Space Technology Labora
tories, Burroughs Corporation, Aeronutronic, Librascope, and other leading 
scientific organizations. 

Management at Electronic Memories is committed to a program of continuing 
state-of-the-art developments in cores, arrays, stacks and memory systems. 
A continuous effort, consistent with the company growth and funds available 
for research and development purposes, is being carried on in the area of 
more advanced memory elements and techniques. 

PRODUCTS 

Cores: The standard ferrite core product line is composed of 30, 50, 80, 140 
and 180 mil sizes which have characteristics and specifications in general use 
throughout the data processing industry. 

Electronic Memories has developed and is manufacturing two special types of 
ferrite cores which represent advances in the state-of-the-art: 

(1) The ISODRIVE core, available in 30, 40 and 50 mil sizes, eliminates the 
need for either current compensation or oven enclosures when designing 
memories which must operate over a large temperature excursion; spe-



cifically, 55°Centigrade to ~ 100 Centigrade In addition, the ISODRIVE 
core yields a high output in millivolts on turnover and has a better disturb 
ratio, (knee current full drive current) over the entire temperature range 
than standard cores have at room temperature. Development of 30 mil 
ISODRIVE cores for use in memories having cycle times of 1 microsecond 
and less is being carried on. 

(2) EMI has developed a two-hole "shmoo" shaped transfluxor, which allows 
the first practical application of a transfluxor in a coincident current non
destructive memory. The "shmoo" shape gives excellent electrical char
acteristics, such that in the saturated state for Read or Write the unsatu
rated area of the transfluxor is very small. The physical and electrical 
characteristics of the Read hole of the transfluxor can be matched with 
those of a standard 50 mil toroid, allowing a design of a non-destructive 
coincident current memory and a destructive read "scratch pad" memory 
using the same drive circuitry design. The transfluxor has been success
fully tested in coincident current operation over a temperature range of 
0°C to + 70°C with compensated drive currents. 

Arrays and Stacks: Electronic Memories provides cores on standard matrices 
for standard stack configurations, or designed and manufactured for special 
customer requirements. Standard stacks are completely wired to connectors 
for the interface and come complete with mounting brackets. Stacks are avail
able in both 50 mil and 30 mil core sizes. With the fast-switching EMI 30 mil 
cores, cycle times to less than 2 microseconds are achievable in a coincident 
current system. Among the special designs available are heated stacks for 
both commercial and adverse environment applications and non-destructive 
readout stacks incorporating the EMI "shmoo" in a coincident current con
figuration. For the memory design engineer, EMI has a supply of arrays in 
stock incorporating our standard cores. The arrays are available on loan so 
that driving and sensing circuits can be checked out before production quanti
ties are ordered. 

Memories: The forward steps in ferrite core development described above have 
given Electronic Memories, Inc. the ability to design and develop unique mem
ory products offering substantially improved operating characteristics to the 
customer. Two important memory systems have already been developed for 
the customer who faces severe environmental conditions in his applications: 

(1) The ISODRIVE MEMORY Model No. SE1440Zl is a MIL-SPEC bit serial 
core memory which can perform in space vehicles as a communication 
buffer, time interval programmer, function control programmer, com
puter program memory, computer working memory, or as a set of core 
logic nets. This ISODRIVE MEMORY operates over a temperature range 
of -30°C to +90°C, weighs less than 16 ounces, occupies a volume of 
less than 30 cubic inches, has a storage capacity of 1440 bits, and an 
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operating speed of 100 Kilocycles. The unit is designed to use the mini
~um number of semiconductors and maximum core logic and core switch
ing. The SE1440Zl ISODRIVE MEMORY has been designed using MIL
approved components, finishes, fabrication standards and quality controls. 
Memories having capacities of 8000 and 30,000 bits are also available. 

(2) The modular ISODRIVE MEMORY RE4096Z40 designed to meet MIL
SPECS is a medium sized, high speed random access memory. The mem
ory uses coincident current techniques with the ISODRIVE core and has 
a cycle time of 2 5 microseconds. The memory construction is modular to 
allow word sizes of 4096, 8192 and 16,384 words with a bit length from 
8 bits to 80 bits. The signal levels for both input and output allow for a 
reasonable range of signal amplitudes. The RE4096Z40 will operate over 
a temperature range of 30°C to ➔ 80°C. The memory has been designed 
for minimum power consistent with the 2.5 microsecond cycle time. The 
physical package is designed to give maximum space utilization. Normal 
use of this ISODRIVE MEMORY will be in ship or ground-based equipment. 

Electronic Memories has developed additional memory systems for the require
ments of the adverse environment market as well as commercial systems for 
the data processing and computer field. 

Programmed Magnetics Testers: A series of precise test instruments has been 
specifically designed for the testing and evaluation of magnetic cores and cir
cuits. The testers are completely modular, allowing cost and test program 
flexibility. 

PLANT FACILITIES 

Electronic Memories, Inc. is housed in a modern building located about ¾ of 
a mile from the Los Angeles International Airport and 4 blocks from the Man
chester Avenue exit of the San Diego freeway. The building has 10,000 square 
feet of floor space. The plant is well lighted and has an asphalt tile floor; it is 
efficiently laid out, allowing 2000 square feet for office space, 1000 square 
feet for Research, and 7000 square feet for Engineering and Production. The 
entire building is air cooled and the office space and production test equipment 
areas are air conditioned. An additional 40,000 square feet is being acquired 
for expansion of the production facilities. 

ENGINEERING 
The engineering laboratories at Electronic Memories are well equipped con
sistent with over-all company size. In addition to the normal complement of 
oscilloscopes, meters, power supplies and signal generators, the Engineering 
laboratories contain approximately $250,000 worth of equipment of special 
design required in testing and designing magnetic core memories. This equip
ment includes five magnetics testers used for studying and plotting curves of 
various core characteristics, three environmental chambers for testing and 



evaluating core parameters over the various necessary temperature ranges, 
and a core array tester designed and built by EMI personnel used for studying 
and evaluating magnetic core properties in arrays, core stacks, and special 
winding configurations. 

MANUFACTURING 
Facilities presently exist in the Manufacturing Department for the production 
and test of: 

ferrite square loop memory cores 
ferrite square loop switch cores 
ferrite linear cores 
core memory systems for space programs 
core memory systems for military programs 
core memory systems for commercial computers 
magnetics testers 

Manufacturing facilities include a temperature-controlled and dust-free area for 
core and array test, three Ramsey high speed core handlers, two DEC core 
testers, one EMI core stack tester, one random-access memory exercisor and 
the conventional complement of oscilloscopes, magnetics pulse generators and 
equipment for the manufacture of cores, arrays and memory systems. 

PERSONNEL 

Electronic Memories was founded and is managed by personnel with a unique 
depth and breadth of experience in the ferrite core, memory and computer in
dustry. Each of these men has held key design, engineering, research, produc
tion and marketing management position in these fields prior to associating 
with Electronic Memor,es This wea/lh of talent is our most valuable asset. 

President: Trude C. Taylor 

Mr. Taylor has worked in the computing and data processing industries 
since 1951, performing engineering, manufacturing, and marketing func
tions with Northrop, Telecomputing, Telemeter Magnetics, and Ampex 
Computer Products. Mr. Taylor is a graduate of University of California 
at Los Angeles (BSME) and the Harvard Graduate School of Business 
Administration (MBA). 

Prior to forming Electronic Memories, Inc., Mr. Taylor was a Vice Presi
dent and Director of Telemeter Magnetics, Inc. until that company was 
merged with Ampex Corporation in January 1961. Mr. Taylor joined Tele
meter Magnetics as Vice President and Director of Marketing. He was 
later appointed Vice President and General Manager of the Data Equip
ment Division, which achieved an annual sales volume in excess of five 
million dollars. 

After TMl's merger with Ampex Corporation, Mr. Taylor held the position • 



of Director of Marketing for the Ampex Computer Products Company, 
where he was responsible for the promotion, sales, service and product 
planning of the previous Telemeter Magnetics business plus other Ampex 
products being sold to the computer industry. 

Vice President, Engineering: Milton Rosenberg 
Mr. Rosenberg, sole or co-inventor of more than twenty-five U.S. patents 
and author of numerous papers on core memory engineering techniques, 
brings to Electronic Memories, Inc. a significant reputation in the ferrite 
core and memory technology. Through effective use of electronics, mag
netic and ceramic disciplines, he has made major contributions to the 
memory art. 

As Manager of the Advanced Development Division of Ampex Computer 
Products Company (and the predecessor, Telemeter Magnetics, Inc.) from 
June 1959 to June 1961, he was responsible for the development, design 
and pilot production of new commercial cores, adverse environment cores 
and satellite memory systems. 

As General Manager of the Ferromagnetics Division of Telemeter Mag
netics, Inc. from 1955 to 1959, he was responsible for the development, 
design and production of memory cores. He established a new core facil· 
ity and developed production to a rate of 2,000,000 cores per week. 

During the period 1953 to 1955, he was responsible for the magnetics 
design of several large core memory systems produced for the Rand Cor
poration, Argonne Laboratories, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Patrick Air 
Force Base, and others. At RCA Laboratories in Princeton, Mr. Rosenberg 
was a Research Engineer from 1946 to 1953. In this capacity he was 
responsible for development of storage devices utilizing both cathode tube 
and ferrite core techniques. 

Director of Research: Dr. Robert S. Weisz 
The contributions of Dr. Weisz to the metal ceramics field have been 
numerous and significant. During the past twelve years his efforts nave 
been devoted exclusively to this field: six years at the RCA Laboratories 
in Princeton, New Jersey, where he worked continuously in research and 
development of square loop ferrite core materials and processes. Dr. 
Weisz's work continued while employed by Telemeter Magnetics, Inc. (now 
the Ampex Computer Products Company) during the past six years, where 
he was responsible for the development, design and process formulation 
of all magnetic cores produced by TMI. 

Dr. Weisz has also conducted original research in magnetic thin film tech
niques, and his work in this field will continue at Electronic Memories, Inc. 
From 1942 through 1947 Dr. Weisz was employed by the Westinghouse 



Research Laboratories in Pittsburgh to do advanced research in physical 
chemistry with emphasis on ceramics techniques including some early 
research in linear ferrite materials. From early 1947 and until mid-1949 
Dr. Weisz continued advanced development and research at the Thomas 
A. Edison Company as a Research Chemist. His efforts were primarily 
devoted to development of new and improved thermistors and batteries. 

Dr. Weisz has published many professional papers in the fields of in
organic chemistry and electro-chemistry. He was honored in 1951 with an 
award by the Foote Research Foundation for reporting on his work in 
lithium ferrite materials. He is sole or co-inventor of over ten U.S. patents 
in ferrites and electro-chemistry. 

Dr. Weisz received his AB from Cornell University in 1939 and his Ph.D. 
in 1942. The Doctorate was awarded in Physical Chemistry. While earning 
his advanced degree, Dr. Weisz served as an instructor in analytical chem
istry at Cornell University. 

Senior Chemist: Daniel L. Brown 
As a Senior Chemist from 1957 to 1961 at Telemeter Magnetics, Inc., Mr. 
Brown was responsible for new ferrite core development, production 
engineering, and process formulation of a full product line of memory and 
switching cores. During the period 1955 to 1957, he was employed by 
Lincoln Laboratories as Ceramic Laboratory Supervisor responsible for the 
development of high-speed memory cores for the TXI Computer. He was 
employed by the U.S. Bureau of Mines from 1952 to 1955 in the syn
thetic materials group at Norris, Tennessee, responsible for research and 
development of synthetic asbestos. Mr. Brown received a BS degree from 
Knoxville College, Knoxville, Tennessee in 1951. He has also completed 
advanced courses at Northeastern University, Boston, Mass. Mr. Brown is 
the sole or co-inventor of 3 U.S. patents in ferrite materials and synthetic 
minerals. 

Senior Staff Engineer: William 5. Knowles 
Before joining Electronic Memories, Mr. Knowles had been Project Engi
neer responsible for satellite core memories used as communication buf
fers, flight programmers and control computers for the VEGA, MARINER, 
and TRANSIT programs. This work was conducted at Ampex Computer 
Products Company (formerly Telemeter Magnetics, Inc.) where Mr. 
Knowles' responsibility included the magnetics, electronics, system and 
environmental packaging design, and schedule and budget performance. 

From 1957 to 1959 at TMI Mr. Knowles was responsible, as Project Engi
neer, for the design and construction of data translators to convert analog 
information to computer format magnetic tape; translate magnetic tape to 
paper tape; and to drive a high-speed Videograph printer from a com-



puter tape input. From 1954 to 1957, Mr. Knowles was a member of an 
engineering group responsible for the design of a wide line of computer 
core memories ranging in storage capacity from a few hundred bits to 
500,000 bits and operating speeds ranging from 1.5 microsecond to 20 
microseconds cycle time. His major concentration was on core driving and 
sense amplifier circuits. 

From 1952 to 1954 he was with ASCOP (Applied Science Corporation of 
Princeton) where he worked on a digital system for automatic analysis and 
processing of missile telemetry data. At Johns Hopkins University Applied 
Physics Laboratory from 1942 to 1952, he participated as an Electronic 
Design Engineer, later becoming Project Engineer, in the development of 
proximity fuzes, f.m. receivers, and the basic development of the f.m./ f.m. 
system of missile telemetry instrumentation. 

Mr. Knowles is the sole or co-inventor of 12 U.S. patents in the field of 
electronics. 

Senior Magnetics Engineer: W. Robert Johnston 
Mr. Johnston has specialized in core memory development and produc
tion design during the past seven years. During the past two years, he 
has been responsible for the magnetics design of satellite core memories 
for the VEGA, MARINER, and TRANSIT Programs. In addition, he was the 
Design Engineer for a satellite decade counter and magnetic logic circuits 
using ferrite cores. 

From 1956 to 1959, Mr. Johnston was responsible for the magnetics and 
driver circuits for core memories which have been produced in substantial 
quantities during the past several years. The memories were both serial 
and random access systems with the former employing magnetic switch 
cores for access decoding and driving. During the period 1953 to 1956, 
Johnston was responsible for the design and fabrication of automatic 
core testing equipment, calibration techniques, quality control procedures, 
and manufacturing process standards. Mr. Johnston is the sole or co
inventor of 3 U.S. patents. 

Senior Staff Engineer: Ben T. Goda 
Twelve years of Mr. Goda's professional career have been concentrated 
in the design of computer circuits and magnetic core memories. His 
aggressive design efforts have provided memories of high performance at 
low manufacturing cost levels. During the period of 1952 to the present, 
he has concentrated on the design of magnetic core memories for com
mercial digital computers. As Engineering Section Head at Telemeter Mag
netics, from 1956 to 1961, he was responsible for the development and 
production design of sequential buffer memories, high-speed printer line 
buffer memories, small random access eight-microsecond memories, and 
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large five-microsecond memories with a storage capacity of 16,384 words 
of up to 60 bits. These designs provided modular memory packages to 
meet a wide range of capacity requirements. 

From 1952 to 1956, Mr. Goda was a Senior Engineer for Bendix Com
puter, responsible for the design of a magnetic drum memory and 
associated circuits (tube) for the G-15 Computer. He also undertook de• 
velopment design of transistor circuits for advanced computers and 
designed a small random access solid state core memory. Employed by 
Northrop Aircraft from 1950 to 1952, Mr. Goda was a Circuit Engineer 
and Peripheral Equipment Designer for the MADDIDA Computer System. 
Mr. Goda is a graduate of the Engineering School at the University of 
Southern California (BSEE) and is sole or co-inventor of 6 U.S. patents 
in the computer field. 

Senior Staff Engineer: Harry L Knapp 
Mr. Knapp is a graduate of Iowa State University with a BSEE degree. At 
EMI Mr. Knapp is the Project Engineer on a spacecraft memory system. 
Prior to joining EMI Mr. Knapp was employed at Telemeter Magnetics, Inc. 
(later Ampex Computer Products Company) as Project Engineer and later 
Manager of Military Systems. In these capacities he worked on memory 
design and development for the Bank of America ERMA system, the Air 
Traffic Control System, and the high speed 1-microsecond Aberdeen 
Proving Ground memory. In military systems Mr. Knapp was responsible 
for the design and development of a high speed buffer system for use in 
radar applications, a buffer system for the BIRDIE missile program, and 
a spacecraft memory program. 

From 1955 to 1958 Mr. Knapp held the position of Design Engineer at 
Remington Rand UNIVAC and designed the core memories used in their 
Scientific Computer progra1T1. He also worked on the design of the com
puter proper for the UNIVAC Scientific Computer program. 

Chief Mechanical Engineer: V. E. Hovnanian 
Mr. Hovnanian received h"s BME from New York University. Before joining 
EMI he held the position of Supervisor, Mechanical Design at Gilfillan 
Bros. Inc. In this position he was responsible for the transmitter design 
of a Navy radar system. Prior to this Mr. Hovnanian was a member of the 
technical staff at Thompson Ramo-Wooldridge responsible for mechanical 
design of airborne electronic equipment. 

From 1957 to 1959 he was the engineer in charge of large engine test 
stan?s at Rocketdyne. He was responsible for the design of systems 
required. to test Atlas rocket engines, including electrical, mechanical, 
pneum~t1c and propellant systems. From 1950 to 1957 he was Thermo• 
dynam1c1st at Lockheed Aircraft Corporation where he performed design 



weight analysis of aircraft structures and systems and heat transfer 
analysis. 

Senior Electronics Engineer: Robert W. Chambers 
Prior to joining EMI Mr. Chambers was Project Engineer on the Electrada 
Corporation's Datacom unit. While at Electrada Corporation he worked on 
design and development of digital data transmitters and mechanical drum 
test units. 

From 1956 to 1960 he held the position of Project Engineer at Advanced 
Electronics Manufacturing Corporation and worked on control and storage 
systems for automatic embossing machine equipment, computer input/ 
output equipment and drum memory storage. Prior to this Mr. Chambers 
worked on remote metering systems for the oil industry at the Smith 
Meter Corporation subsidiary of A. 0. Smith. 

While at the Rand Corporation he worked on the design and development 
of the prototype Johnniac Computer and the final design. 

Mr. Chambers is the co-inventor of one U.S. patent and attended Santa 
Monica City College and the University of Southern California, where he 
majored in physics. 

Staff Engineer: Helmet Graf 
Mr. Graf engaged in the design of U.H.F. television transmitters from 
1951 until 1954. In 1954 Mr. Graf became associated with Motorola as 
a Design Engineer in a pulse circuitry development group. From 1958 until 
1961 he was responsible for design and development of coincident current 
core memories at Telemeter Magnetics, Inc. 

Mr. Graf received a BEE from the Oskar V. Maller College, Munich, Ger
many. Since his affiliation with EMI he has completed the circuit design 
for a MIL-SPEC high speed memory. 

Staff Engineer: Loy Spears 
Mr. Spears joined EMI in June, 1962. His experience in the design of 
ferrite memory devices includes a position as Staff Engineer, designing 
memory systems with Rese Engineering in Philadelphia, Pa. from August, 
1961 until June, 1962. Before that, Ampex Computer Products Company 
(formerly Telemeter Magnetics, Inc.) employed him as a Staff Engineer 
designing memory systems, from June, 1959 to August, 1961. While with 
Ampex, Mr. Spears was also the Project Engineer on a 1.5 microsecond 
memory project. During 1959, he was a Field Engineer with IBM in 
Kingston, New York. 
Mr. Spears attended Santa Monica City College and Reed College (Port
land, Oregon) where he majored in mathematics. His present responsi
bility with EMI is the design of satellite data storage units. 



Manager of Ferrite Production: Donald A. Zumwalt 

Mr. Zumwalt received a BS degree from the University of Illinois in Elec
tronic Engineering and has taken advanced courses in metallurgy and 
electronics at the University of California at Los Angeles. 

Before joining EMI Mr. Zumwalt held the position of Production Manager 
and Chief Engineer for Statnetics Corporation. His work involved produc
ing new types of miniaturized ceramic capacitors. From 1958 to 1961 
Mr. Zumwalt was Manager of Ferrite Production at Telemeter Magnetics, 
Inc. and was responsible for the manufacture of all ferrite memory cores 
and magnetic head pieces. This included electronic testing, formulation 
and processing of the ferrite memory cores. From 1956 to 1958 he held 
the position of Ceramics Engineer with Collins Radio Company where he 
developed processes for special radio frequency ferrites. Projects included 
particle size studies and thei r relation to crystal growth, methods of pro
ducing special shapes, formulations, process specification and process 
methods for extrusion. 

Previous to 1956 Mr. Zumwalt worked in research and development for 
Glascote Products Division of A. 0. Smith. The experience gained here 
covered a wide range of electronic applications, such as special ceramic 
coatings for high temperature applications used in rockets, aircraft 
exhaust and automatic reactors. Laboratory work was also done in formula
t ion and testing of electrically resistant glass for chemical pressure tanks. 

Director of Manufacturing: Bernard Hathaway 
Mr. Hathaway brings more than ten years of electronic manufacturing 
production experience to EMI. From 1957 through 1961 he held a series 
of managerial positions in Engineering and Production at Ampex Com
puter Products (formerly Telemeter Magnetics, Inc.) Prior to joining TMI, 
Mr. Hathaway was associated with Lear, Inc. and Canadian Marconi as a 
Project Engineer. 

Mr. Hathaway is responsible for all facets of production at EMI. He super
vises the work of more than 100 engineers, technicians and production 
line workers engaged in the manufacture of ferrite cores, arrays, stacks 
and complete memory systems. 

Mr. Hathaway. was edu~ted at Rotherham College of Technology, where 
he graduated in 1949 with a Bachelors Degree in Electrical Engineering. 
His professional affiliations include membership in both the Institute of 
Electrical Engineers and the Institute of Radio Engineers. 

Production Manager: Jack Hill 

Mr. Hill brings to Electronic Memories 20 years of experience in electron-



ics manufacturing, maintenance and ferrite core assembly techniques. 
From 194_1 to 1945 Mr. Hill worked with radar and moving target indi
cator equipment at MIT Radiation Laboratories. During the period 1945 
to 1950 he maintained and installed custom-made television projection 
systems. From 1951 to 1954 he was employed by International Telemeter 
Corporation in the production and installation of the early pay-as-you-go 
television systems. During 1954 and 1955 at ITC Mr. Hill was engaged 
in the development and production of several large scale memory systems 
for the Rand Corporation, Aberdeen Proving Grounds, and others. 

At Telemeter Magnetics (now Ampex Computer Products Company) from 
1956 to 1961 Mr. Hill was responsible for the supervision of the Engi
neering model shop. In this capacity he developed pre-production and 
production techniques for a complete line of magnetic core buffers and 
commercial random access memories. He was also responsible for the 
prototype production and initial production models of a large 1.5 micro
second cycle time memory. 

Mr. Hill presently manages a skilled production crew who are producing 
a number of satellite memories and other memories for MIL-SPEC 
applications. 

Product Manager: Dean Knutson 
During the period 1958 to 1961, Mr. Knutson was employed by Telemeter 
Magnetics as a Product Application Engineer and later as Sales Manager 
for the Advanced Development Division. He was responsible for design 
analysis and application studies of ferrite cores and memories to a wide 
range of computer, data handling, automatic control systems, and mem
ories for satellite and missile programs. 

Mr. Knutson was employed by Waugh Engineering from 1956 to 1958 as 
Project Engineer for engine fuel flow test facilities. From 1949 to 1956, he 
was employed by Telecomputing Corporation successively as Customer 
Service Engineer, Field Service Engineering Manager, Applications Engi
neer, and Sales Manager for data reduction equipments. During this 
period, he was actively involved in system and equipment design and 
application for telemetry, high speed camera and wind tunnel instru
mentation, data collection and data processing. Mr. Knutson received a 
BSEE from the University of California at Berkeley. 

Product Manager: Ronald G. Heath 
Mr. Heath received his degree in Electrical Engineering from the Royal 
Aircraft Establishment College in England in 1952. He has 8 years of 
experience in sales of core memory and core memory products. 

Prior to joining EMI, Mr. Heath was employed by the Military Electronics 
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Division of Daystrom, Inc. as Sales Manager for high speed memory 
products and development contracts in the Western USA. From 1958 
through 1961, Mr. Heath was associated with Telemeter Magnetics, Inc. 
as a Project Engineer on high speed memories and buffers, and as a Sales 
Engineer for their Core Memory Division. Mr. Heath was also associated 
with Canadair Ltd. in Montreal as a Senior Engineer in the Missile Instru
mentation Group. His professional affiliations include membership in the 
Association for Computing Machinery. 

Eastern Regional Sales Manager: Richard J. Dadamo 

Mr. Dadamo is responsible for the sales of EMI products in the Eastern 
seaboard states. 

Mr. Dadamo's educational background includes a BSEE at Pennsylvania 
State University, 1951; MSEE at Drexel Institute of Technology, 1954; 
Graduate Work, Digital Computers at Moore School, University of Penn
sylvania; Graduate Work, Business Administration, Drexel Institute of 
Technology. 

Mr. Dadamo joins EMI from Burroughs Corporation where he was Engi
neering Manager of the Electronic Instruments Division, responsible for 
all phases of engineering. He joined Burroughs in 1956 as a Design 
Engineer responsible for magnetic circuits, memory stacks, memory sys
tems and memory test systems. He participated in the Atlas Guidance 
system program at Burroughs; and in 1958 he was promoted to Super
visor of the Electronic Design Group, responsible for the development of 
magnetic devices. 

Prior to Burroughs, Mr. Dadamo worked as a Design Engineer at Sperry 
Rand Univac and for the U. S. Naval Department. In addition, Mr. Dadamo 
has taught digital computer courses at Temple University, Philadelphia, Pa. 

Western Regional Sales Manager: Jack Ogg 

Mr. Ogg is responsible for all EMI sales activities in the Western states. 
He has a wealth of experience in marketing computer related products, 
having held the position of Marketing Division Manager for Ampex Com
puter Products Company (formerly Telemeter Magnetics, Inc.) before 
joining Electronic Memories. 

Prior to joining Ampex, Mr. Ogg was employed by Telecomputing Corpora
tion, where he began in 1950 as Data Reduction Supervisor in the Comput
ing Center and rose to Sales Manager, Data Equipment Division in 1957. 

Mr. Ogg attended both the University of Southern California and the 
University of California, Los Angeles, where he majored in Business 
Administration. 
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sales offices 

em electronic memories 

Thonk you for your recent inquiry. The information you requested is enclosed. We look forward to supplying you with ferrite memory cores, arrays 
and stocks, or complete memory systems. 

For your convenience, your nearest EMI rep,esentotive is listed be low. REG-iv--=~ 
CALIFORNIA MIN NESOTA AP 7 1 1 :sJ WASH INGTON 

Electronic Memories Inc . 
12621 Chadron Avenue 
Hawthorne, California 90250 

(213) 772- 5201 
TWX 910-325-6213 

Electronic Memories, Inc. 
Western Regionol Soles Office 
13415 Ventura Blvd. Suite 2 
Shermon Oaks, Colifornio 91403 

{213) 872- 1062 

Tech Marketing Associotes 
355 West Olive Avenue 
Sunnyvale, California 94086 

{408) 736-3687 
TWX 910-339-9227 

ILLINO IS 

Electronic Memories, Inc . 
Central Regional Soles Office 
259 E. Rand Rood 
Ml. Prospect, Illinois 60056 

(312) 253-7540 

Ropek-Cohi II, Inc . 
5439 West Division Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60651 

(312) 287-7292 
TWX 910-221-5219 

MASSACHUSETTS 

Electronic Memories, Inc . 
Eostern Regional Soles Office 
11 Chestnut Street 
Andover, Massachusetts 01810 

(617) 475-2101 
TWX 710-347-0334 

MICHIGAN 

W. R. Hummon & Associates 
P. O . Box.501 
Formington, Michigan 48024 

(313) 474-0661 

electronic memories 

... 
Lloyd Murphy Assoc is;,t,:s l I 

730 Chicago Avenue 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55415 

(612) 333-4511 
TWX 910-576-3417 

OHIO 

Joy Engineering Company 
1721 East Third Street 
Doyton, Ohio 45403 

(513) 253-2151 
TWX 513- 944- 0256 

Joy Engineering Company 
4712 West 130th Street 
Cleveland, Ohio 44135 

(216) 252- 0486 
TWX 216-252-7260 

PENNSYLVANIA 
{AND SOUTHERN NEW JERSEY) 

Electronic Memories, Inc . 
P. O . Box 470 
Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania 19010 

(215) LA 5-6897 

TEXAS 

Southwest Electronic Industries, Inc . 
621 Meadows Building 
Dollos, Texas 75206 

(214) EM 3-1671 
TWX 910-861- 4315 

Southwest Electronic Industries, Inc. 
6001 Gulf Freeway, Room C- 102 
Houston, T exes 77023 

(713) WA 8-5251 

12621 chadron avenue, hawthorne, california 90250 

telephone (213) 772-5201 
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Tokyo, Japan 

Te l: 401- 8785, 402- 4337 
Telex: TK2859 
Coble: Munzigint, Tokyo 
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electronic memories 

The Electronic Memories " Sh moo" transfluxors are designed 
to combine nondestructive readout (NDRO) capability with 
the low cost of coincident current selection. 

Electronic Memories is presently producing NDRO stacks 
to be operated over a wide temperature range in an aircraft 
type environment. 

The 'Shmoo" core may be operated in a number of d1f-

application note 
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coincident current NDRO memory 

hard saturation as shown in Figure 1, any current in the read 
hole (as shown in Figure 2) will not cause any significant 
change in flux. 

Naturally, there are limitations of current amplitudes for 
which the above statement is true. These limitations will be 
discussed later in detail. 

If a current is passed through the write hole in the 
ferent ways. After a discussion of the basic principles of opposite direction to that of clear current, the flux in leg 2 
operation of the core, we shall briefly describe two methods and part of that in leg 3 will be reversed. The core is now 

of operation in a stack. said to be in the " 1" state as shown in Figure 3 Write 

current amplitude must be limited in order not to reverse 
principles of operation more than half of the flux in leg 3. 

The core in Figure 1 1s shown in the "cleared" or "O" state. 

The core has been fully saturated by a clear current pulse as 
shown. The orientation of the lines of flux are indicated by 
the arrows. 

If a current pulse is passed through the read hole of a 

A current pulse in the read direction 1n the read hole will 
now reverse the flux in legs 1 and 2, and will result in an 
output voltage across the sense winding. A current pulse in 
the set direction following the read pulse will reset the flux 

in legs 1 and 2 to the original " 1" state condition, and while 
core in the "O" or cleared state, essentially no output voltage so doing, will produce an output voltage of opposite polarity 
will appear across the sense winding. Since the core is in across the sense winding (see Figure 4). 

figure 1. figure 2 ,_.;:;-.----------------------, 
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figure 3. 

The NDRO principle of operation results from the fact that 

the core can be read and set an infinite number of times 

without ever having to re-write the information as in a stand
ard toroid memory core. 

The information stored is determined by the state of flux 
in leg 3. 

practical limitations: 

In order to discuss basic limitations of this geometry, some 
definitions are first in order. 

IKR = Knee of the read hole. 

IKw = Knee of the write hole. 

IKR-w = Unblock knee, amplitude of current in the read hole, 

in the read direction, that will cause a core in the "O" 

Coincident Current NDRO Memory 

1
read ~ 

2 

0 

Page 2 

state to begin to change to the " 1" state. Current 

pulses at this level or higher will cause the informa

tion written into the memory to be destroyed. 

Hence, the absolute limits for read current are: 

IKR < IR m,n. < IR < IKR-W 

where IR is the minimum value of read current necessary 

to produce a desired output signal level. 

Figure 5 depicts the results of IR > IKR-w• Since the flux in 

leg 2 is already saturated in that same direction, the only 

possible flux couple is between legs 1 and 3. The current 

begins to switch the innermost flux in leg 1, along with the 

innermost flux of leg 3 (shortest path length). When all of 

the flux of leg 1 has been reversed, half of the flux of leg 3 

is also reversed, and the core is now in the "1" state. 
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operation: Write Mode 

The write operation is a coincident current operation which 
may be performed only after the desired word/words to be 

written into have been cleared by applying clear current in 
the appropriate clear section. 

A "ONE" is written by applying a Y set pulse in coinci
dence with an X read pulse with polarities as shown in 
Figure 6. 

When writing it is imperative that the least significant bit 
of the X address register be complemented in order to select 
the proper address. For example, to write a "ONE" in X00 Y 00, 

a Y00 set pulse is applied in coincidence with an X0, read 
pulse due to the fact that the X drive line through a read hole 
of a core re-enters the write hole of a core on an adjacent 
line. 

During this operation, the Y read and X set pulses are 
gated off by a timing generator. 

In order to write or maintain a "ZERO," the write opera
tion is performed in coincidence with an inhibit pulse of the 
proper polarity as is normal for coincident current operation. 

operation: Read Mode 

The read mode of operation is identical to the standard 
coincident current operation of a toroidal core. The core out

put is sensed during the full read pulse and the core is sub
sequently set to the original state by a full set pulse of equal 

but opposite polarity. 

five-wire system 

In the five-wire system, each core is threaded in the follow
ing manner: 

Write Hole Read Hole 

1. Clear winding 1. X drive line 

2. Inhibit winding 2. Y drive line 

3. Sense winding 
The clear winding again divides the stack into sections 

for convenience. The X, Y drive, inhibit and sense windings 

are conventional. 

Coincident Current N0RO Memory Page 5 

operation: Write Mode 

In order to write information into the memory, the appro

priate clear section/sections must first be cleared by apply
ing a clear current pulse of proper polarity, amplitude and 

duration to the clear line. 
The write operation is performed following a clear opera

tion by selecting in a coincident current manner, the appro
priate X and Y lines and driving with current pulses equal to 

~ (R+ W) amplitude. 
Hence, writing is accomplished by overdriving the read 

hole to produce the "ONE" and by adding an inhibit pulse 
in the clear direction in the write hole to maintain a "ZERO." 

operation: Read Mode 

The read operation of the NDRO is performed by coinci
dence of 1,.ld followed by 1,. 1 on the appropriate X, Y lines. 
In addition, in coincidence with the l,.ld pulses, a pulse bias 
in the clear direction may be provided in the write hole on 
the clear sections common with the selected address to 

increase the current tolerances. 
After writing, the memory must be cycled through com

pletely one time before valid data is available. The reason 

for this is that while writing with~ (R+ W) half pulses, cores 

on the selected lines are left in the readout state and there
fore must be reset before being read in the next cycle. 

A new "Shmoo" core is currently being developed at 
Electronic Memories which will not require the pulse bias 
current in the write hole in the five-wire system. Shmoo's are 

being made in both the conventional MgMn ferrite and in the 
low temperature coefficient lithium materials. Cycle times as 

low as 2 microseconds are obtainable in NDRO memories. 
Drive currents are as low as 190 ma for half pulses. Signal
to-noise ratios of 5:1 with drive current tolerances of ± 10 

percent over a temperature range of 1oo•c are obtainable. 
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The ratio of 
1
1./' Is on the order of 1.7. This ratio results 

in a loss of tolerance in coincident current operation in com
parison with a standard toroid. 

Shmoo I, - < I, < 1.7 lu 
Toroid I,_ < I, < 2 10 

Obviously, steps must be taken to prevent this from 

occurring In a memory system. 
The effective path length between the read hole and the 

wnto hole may be altered by passing a current through the 

wnte hole In the clear d1roctlon during the presence of the 

read pulse. Tho magnitude of this current must always be 

less than l.:w In order not to affect the flux surrounding the 
wnte hole. 

This current may either be in the form of a pulse or a DC 
bias. The pulse Is more desirable as DC current presents 

another problem during the set pulse if the magnitude of 

the bias 1s too large. 
The pulsed current may be mechanized by either pulsing 

the clear line In the presence of the road current pulse, or by 

re-entering the read hole drive line through the write hole. 

lu.w (c) I, >....,, • IKA-w 

seven-wire system 

In the seven-wire system, each core is threaded in the follow

ing manner: 
Write Hole Read Hole 

1. Clear winding 1. X drive line 

2. Inhibit winding 2. Y drive line 

3. X drive line 3. Sense winding 

4. Y drive line 
The X and Y drive line configuration is shown in Figure 6. 

Notice that the Y drive line through the read hole re-enters 
the write hole of the same core. The purpose of this is to 
increase tolerances while guarding against the unblock con

dition previously discussed. 
The X drive line through the read hole re-enters the write 

hole on an adjacent line. 
The clear winding is made common to certain sections of 

the memory stack. For example, for a 4096 x 12 memory 
stack, there could be four 1024 x 12 clear sections. This is 
done in order to compromise between clearing one word at 
a time (word organized), and having to clear all locations 

at one time. 
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The design of EM l's "Shmoo" transfluxor was based upon 

certain considerations given to an electrically alterable 

NDRO memory system. Among these considerations was 

that for an airborne type computer, the information contents 

would be changed infrequently relative to the number of 

read cycles performed. From a system standpoint, the 

writing of information into the memory would generally be 

accomplished on the ground and would be done in blocks 

of words. Hence, the advantage of an NDRO system would 

best be utilized when writing information was performed 

figure 6. drive fine configuration 
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only on the ground, and the clear operation was more prac

tical when divided into discrete sections of the memory 

rather than one word at a time. 

The inhibit and sense wind ings, although in separate 

holes, are threaded in the same manner as in a conventional 

toroid core memory stack. 

The advantage of the seven-wire system is that the same 

drive lines and drive circuitry may be used for both the read 

and write modes of operation. 
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Coincident Current Selection 

COMBINATION 
FIXED PROGRAM NDRO 

AND 
DRO SCRATCHPAD CORE 

MEMORY STACK 

FEATURES 

For applications where fixed program NDRO and 

DRO scratchpad memories are desired, this type 

of stack has the following advantages: 

No additional circuitry is required for operation of the NDRO section. 

Presently, computers having both fixed program NDRO and DRO scratchpad memories typi
cally use two systems, such as a rope memory and a core memory. Each system requires 
entirely different selection and drive circuitry. When NDRO and DRO storage are combined 
into a single stack utilizing coincident current selection, overall circuit complexity is 
drastically reduced. 

High Reliability 

The NDRO program is permanently wired; therefore, loss of information resulting from 
external circuit and/or power failure is not possible. 

Fast Cycle Times 

Cycle times are compatible with conventional 4 wire DRO coincident current core memory 
stacks utilizing the same core type. 

Low Volume 

The volume is identical to that of a conventional 4 wire, coincident current core memory 
stack of the same storage capacity. 

Low Power 

Power requirements are less than those of a conventional 4 wire stack of the same storage 
cap:acity and the same core type. 

1 



Ruggedized Construction 

The stack operates over a wide temperature range of -55°c to +100°c. It is suitable for 
military and space environments. 

Low Cost 

The cost is lower than other solutions to this type of application. 

CONSTRUCTION 

The ratio of NDRO to DRO storage capacity is virtually unlimited. For the purpose of 

simplicity, a stack of 4,096 words of N bits, equally divided into 2. 048 words of NDRO and 

2. 048 words of DRO. is used to illustrate the wiring. 

DRO Section 

1. 32 X lines 

2. 64 Y lines 

3. Standard diagonal type sense winding for each of the N bits. 

4. Standard inhibit winding passing through 2. 048 cores parallel to the X 
drive lines. One inhibit winding is required for each of the N bits. 

NDRO Section 

1. 32 X lines, each of which threads all cores on a given drive line. 

2. 64 Y lines, each of which threads only those cores containing a ''1 ". The 
Y drive lines are common to both the DRO and NDRO sections of the 
memory. 

3. Standard diagonal type sense winding. The sense winding is also com
mon to both the I\'DRO and DRO sections of the memory. 

4. No inhibit line is required, as the NDRO section contains permanent 
information. 

OPERATION 

The operation of the stack is essentially identical to any coincident current core memory 

stack. The same type and number of drive and sense circuits. as well as address and data 

registers, are used. 

The NDRO section operates on the principle that only cores containing a "1" receive a full 

current pulse when selected. whereas the "0" cores are limited to a half current pulse 

because of the nature of the Y drive line wiring. 

PERFORMANCE 

The performance of the stack over a wide temperature range of - 55°c to +100°c is ex cellent. 

High signal- to- noise ratios in conjunction with wide drive current tolerances are obtained 

even under worst case pattern conditions. 

Further details may be obtained upon request. 

2 EMI 9/65 lM 638 



SEMS-3R AEROSPACE CORE MEMORY SYSTEM 

Capacity: 

Speed: 

256 to 4096 words/ 4 to 28 bits per word 

4.5 µsec cycle time 

Temperature Range : -55°C to 100°C or -25°C to -+-75°C 

Size: 

Volume: 

4½11 X 5¾" X 6¾" 

175 cubic inches 

Meets MIL shock, vibration and humidity specifications 

electronic memories inc. 
12621 Chadron Avenue, Hawthorne, California 



THE SEMS-3R 

Volume: 

Capacity: 

Speed: 

175 c ubic inches. 

4096 words of 28 bits. 

Access time less than 1.0 micro
seconds; 220,000 Random Mem
ory cycles per second. Cycle time 
less than 4.5 microseconds. 

Environment s: MIL•E-5400, MIL 16400E, 
MIL 4 1588. 

The SEMS-3R allows severe environment control 
and guidance systems designers to put a fast, 
rugged, large capacity core memory system into 

t igh tly restricted space. The memory system is 
available in a range of word capacit ies and bit 
sizes. The SEMS-3R Is available in two operating 
temperature range versions for maximum appli
cations economy. 

The SEMS-3R is designed specifically for air
borne, satellite, shipboard and ground based ap

plicat ions where high reliability, low weight and 
volume, minimum power and high speed are 
required design criteria, 
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SPECIFICATIONS 

Storage Capacity 

Operating Temperature 

Storage Temperature 

Altitude 

256, 512, 1024. 2048, or 
4096 words by 4 to 28 bits 
(in 2 bit increments) 

-55°C to + 100°c or 
25°C to+ 75°C 

-65°C to + 125°C 

70,000 ft.. or higher at slightly 
reduced upper temperature 
limits 

Read/ Restore Cycle Time 4.5 µsec. 

Clear/ Write Cycle Time 

Access Time 

Operating Rate 

Input Signal Levels 

Output Signal Levels 

Input Currents 

A Address 

B. Mode Control 

C. Information 

D. ln,tiate 

E. Edge Current 

Output Current 
Information Lines 

Input Signal 
Characteristics 

A. Address 

8. Initiate 

C. Information L,nes 

D. Mode Control 

Output Signal 
Characteristics 

Information 

4.5 µsec. 

Less than 1.0 µsec. 

Oto 220 Kc 

B,nary o = o to 0.5 v 
Binary 1 = +4 V to + 7 V 

Binary O - 0 to 0.25 v 
Binary I - + 5 v to +6.5 v 

3 m.i. max. for 1.5 µsec. ,f 
I ne is ll'f + state; 0 ma 1f line 
m O state 

0.4 ma. in o state 
(CLEAR/WRITE), 0 ma. when 
,n + state (READ/ RESTORE) 

O level - no current required 
+ level - less than 1.0 ma. 

o level - no current required 
+ level - less than 1.0 ma. 

In addition to the logic current 
required, approximately 
9.0 ma. of edge current must 
be supplied to charge a 
capacity of approximately 
200 µµf to effect a change 
from one logic level to another 
level within 100 nanoseconds 

O level - O current 
+ level - 5.0 ma. 

Rise Time 
(µsec.) 

. I 

.l 

. 1 

level 

.I 

Width 
(µsec.) 

1.5 m,n. 

0.2 to 2.0 

l.Omin . 

level 

2.0m,n. 

Power Req'mt (4096 x 28) 35watts for 4.5 µsec. cycle time 

Voltages Required 

Volume (4096 x 28) 

Weight (4096 x 28) 

Form Factor (4096 x 28) 

Applicable Mil Specs 

Vibration and Shock 

Type of Packaging 

175 cubic inches 

8 lbs. 

Length= 6.75; Width 5.79; 
Height = 4.45 

MIL-E-5400, MIL 16400E, 
MIL 4158B, MIL-0-9858 

Per applicable mil spec 

Welded circuit modules and 
encapsulated magnetics 

Word capacities to 8192 and bit length to 56 are available 
for special requirements. 

PRIN ED I N U S A 
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The small white box is SEMS 5 (Severe Environment 
Memory System), 7 pounds of militarized core memory 
which stores as much data as the historic 800-pound, 
1955 unit behind it, which is the first commercial core 
memory ever built. Each contains 4,096 words of com-

parable lengths. Electronic Memories personnel 
instrumental in the design of both offer you a somewhat 
nostalgic comparison of their characteristics, to under
line the strides core memories have made in 12 years. 
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Em 

The tiny SEMS 5 core memory (circle) sits in front of the JOHNNIAC computer. 
Only the height and width of JOHNNIAC'S core memory are shown (outlined portion). The historic 
memory has a depth of nearly six feet and occupies the entire top portion of the computer. 

01967 ELECTRONIC HEMORIES, INC. 
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SEMS 5 minus its cover, to show integrated circuit construction. 
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Name 

distinction 

age 

history 

amount of infor
mation stored 

weight 

size 

power 
requirement 

speed 

access time 

cycle time 

split cycle 

required 
temperature 
environment 

eccentricities 
about working 
conditions 

voltages 
required 

type 

Core Memory Development 1955-1967 Page] 

A slightly nostalgic comparison of the first commercial core memory ever built-and some of 
its eccentricities-with a 1967 version, the SEMS 5. 

JOHNNIAC MEMORY - 1955 

First commercial core memory ever built. 
1955-1967. 

Preceded only by experimental core memories 
built at Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 

12 years old. 

Installed 1955 in the JOHNNIAC computer at 
RAND Corp., Santa Monica, Calif. Retired Feb
ruary 1966 with full honors to the Los Angeles 
County Museum after 53,000 hours of operation. 

4,096 computer words, each 40 bits long. 

800 pounds. 

105 cubic feet. 

15,000 watts. 

15 microseconds. 

15 microseconds. 

None. 

Earned the nickname "Pneumoniac" because it 
worked only when the temperature was a cool 
44°F (13.5°C). 8 tons capacity of air conditioning 
was installed to maintain this temperature. 

The computer was afraid of the dark. Fluorescent 
nightlights were installed when it refused to 
operate properly after room lights were turned 
off. In spite of this temperature failing, Johnniac 
introduced a new order of reliability and perform
ance. 

a types: 
-550V, -300V, -200V, -1S0V 
+110V, +150V, +300V, +450V 

Coincident current; parallel; random access. 

SEMS 5 MEMORY -1967 

Smallest commercial core memory ever built with 
a storage capacity comparable to Johnniac's. 

Only standard core memory for severe environ
ment applications in production. 

Just over one year old. 

Introduced for military and aerospace applica
tions by Electronic Memories, November 1965. 

4,096 computer words, each 32 bits long. 

6.9 pounds. 1 /115th Johnniac's weight. 

1 /13th of a cubic foot. 1 /1000th Johnniac's size. 

60 watts. 1 /250th Johnniac's power. No more than 
used by an ordinary light bulb. 6 watts standby. 

700 nanoseconds. 21 times faster. 

2 microseconds. Nearly 8 times faster. 

2.4 microseconds (optional). 

Operates unaided in temperatures as brisk as 
65°F below zero to a hot 185°F {-55°C to +85°C). 

None. Operates under severe shock, vibration 
and humidity conditions as defined by applicable 
portions of military specifications MIL-E-5400, 
MIL-E-4158, and MIL-E-16400. 

3 types: 
+1sv, +sv, -5V 

Coincident current; parallel; random access. 
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sems 5 
severe environment 
military aerospace memory 

Em electronic memories 

• fast: 2 µ.sec cycle time 

• small: 132 cubic inches 

• mil-spec reliability: MIL-E-
5400, MIL-E-4158, MIL-E-
16400 

• minimum weight and 
power: 6.9 lbs., 60 watts 

• large storage capacity: 
4092 X 32 



sems 5 military and aerospace memory 

SEMS 5 (Severe Environment Memory System) is a 
very small, very fast militarized core memory. It is 
specifically designed for s~vere environment applica
tions. Reliability, high speed, wide operating margins 
and minimum power, weight and size are optimally 
combined in a tightly packaged unit small enough to 
hold in one hand. 

The system is a standard, production-line memory. 
It is now being delivered for tough airborne, missile, 
space, ship and ground applications. These include: 

satellites electronic countermeasures 
avionics display systems 
military land vehicles guidance systems 
military aircraft navigation systems 
antisubmarine warfare airborne computers 
fire control systems 

severe environment reliability 

The ability of SEMS 5 to withstand severe vibration, 
shock, humidity and temperature extremes makes it the 
most rugged memory system available. 

SEMS 5 is capable of taking 10 g's as defined by 
MIL-E-5400 of vibration, and has passed tests up to 
30 g's. 

It operates over temperatures ranging from 65 de
grees below zero to 185 degrees above (-55 to + 85°C). 

The unit meets applicable portions of military speci
fications MIL-E-5400, MIL-E-16400, and MIL-E-4158, for 
vibration, shock and humidity in aircraft, ship and 
ground applications. 

speed, storage, size and power 

SEMS 5 has a cycle time of 2 microseconds and an 
access time of 600 nanoseconds. The standard SEMS 
5 stores 4,096 words of 32 bits each. Optional storage 
capacities are available from 256 to 16,384 words of 8 
to 32 bits long. 

The standard SEMS 5 weighs 6.9 pounds. It measures 
4.50 wide by 3.68 high by 8.0 inches long, and has a 
total volume of 132 cubic inches. 

Power consumption is less than 60 watts at maximum 
worst case dissipation, and only 6 watts on standby. 

Voltage requirements are minimal: + 15V, + 5V, and 
-5V. Internal tantalum by-pass capacitors store suffi
cient energy to complete a full memory cycle without 

fault in the event that supply current is interrupted at 
initiate time. 

Except in the final drive switch stage and current 
stabilizers, integrated circuitry is used throughout the 
system, in logic, sense amplifiers, address decoders, 
and data and address registers. 

operating modes 

Both clear/write and read/restore are standard 
modes. A read/modify/write split cycle and a buffer 
cycle are optionally available. 

Logic interface is TTL positive true. The input signals 
are measured from the leading edge of initiate. 

memory stack reliability 

To increase reliability, SEMS 5 employs an unusual 
magnetic organization. Each coincident current plane 
contains eight bits instead of the usual one. Only three 
wires instead of the normal four are used, with a com
mon line performing both sense and inhibit functions. 
This organization eliminates a significantly large num
ber of electrical interconnections, which are a common 
source of memory stack failure. 

A proprietary stack technique provides exceptional 
thermal characteristics. It minimizes accessory cooling 
equipment by dissipating heat through built-in conduc
tion cooling. Because conduction cooling allows com
ponents to operate at comparatively cool temperatures, 
stack reliability and operating life are enhanced. 

LEFT SENSE 
ASSEMBLY 

LEFT SIDE 
SUPPORT 

\ 

TIMING BUFFER AND 
CURRENT STABILIZER RIGHT SIDE 

SUPPORT 

RIGHT SENSE 
ASSEMBLY 

BASE PLATE 



options 

Power supplies and a memory exerciser are option
ally available. Split (read/modify/write) and buffer 
cycles, and extended or reduced storage capacities 
are also available. 

ing environments, unusual storage specifications, or 
other requirements. In the past systems have been built 
to operate during 2,000 g's of shock for one millisecond 
and 27 g's of random vibration. Capacities have been 
extended to a 40-bit word length, and telemetry link 
interface circuitry can be provided. SEMS 5 can be modified to meet specialized operat-

SPECIFICATIONS 

Speed 

Storage Capacity 

Shock, Vibration & 
Humidity Resistance 

Operating Temperature Range 

Volume & Dimensions 

Weight 

Power Consumption 

Voltage Requirement 

Operating Modes 

Input/Output Signal Levels 

Input Signal 
Access 

Optional Equipment 

600 nanosecond access time 
2 microsecond cycle time (2.1 split cycle) 

4,096 words of 32 bits each, standard. 

256 to 16,384 words from 8 to 32 bits each, optional. 

Meets applicable portions of MIL-E-5400, MIL-E-4158, and MIL-E-16400. 
Also MIL-Q-9858. 

- 55°C to + 85°C (Base Plate) 

132 cubic inches, 4.50 x 3.68 x 8.00 inches. 

6.9 pounds. (4,096 words x 32 bit capacity) 

60 watts maximum all zero pattern at 2 microseconds cycle time, 6 watts 
standby. 

+ 15V ± 5%, - 5V ,...5%, 5V de · 2%. Voltages may be applied in any 
sequence. 

Clear/ write and read/ restore, standard. Split cycle (read/ modify/write) 
and buffer cycle, optional. 

TTL logic positive true (Sylvania SUHL) 

Memory access is by initiate and read/write mode lines, or by separate 
read and write pulse inputs. 

Power supplies 
Memory exerciser 



mode timing 

Read/write control 

Address 

Initiate (read and write) 

Data Out 

Data In 

Split Cycle-Write 

Must be stable at time 0.0 and remain so until initiate returns to O volt level. 

Must be stable from time 0.0 to 0.2 microsecond. 

0.1 minimum microsecond, 0.2 maximum microsecond duration. 

Access time 0.6 microsecond. 

Must be stable from 0.3 to 0.85 microsecond. 

Pulse duration time can occur any time after time 0.0 to 0.7 microsecond. 
Next read pulse cannot occur sooner than 1.4 microseconds after leading 
edge of write pulse. Minimum full split cycle time is 2.1 microseconds. 

READ/RESTORE MODE SPLIT CYCLE MODE 
(read/mod ily / write) 

1.*READ/WRITE 

2. ADDRESS 

3. READ PULSE 
OR INITIATE 

4. DATA OUT 

5.*READ/WRITE 

6. ADDRESS 

7. WRITE PULSE 
OR INITIATE 

8. DATA IN 

OD 0.2 O.◄ 0 .6 0 8 1.0 1 2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 

MICROSECONDS 

CLEAR/WRITE MODE 

r°'\ I I I I 
I I 

"--' 
r-1 

r-r-
"--' L '-... I 

I I I__ - --- --
0 .0 02 0.4 0 .6 08 1.0 1 2 4 16 1 8 2 .0 

MICROSECONDS 

9. SPLIT CYCLE 
** 10. READ/ WRITE 

11 . ADDRESS 
12 READ PULSE 

OR INITIATE 

13. DATA OUT 

14. WRITE PULSE 
OR INITIATE 

15. DATA IN 

----- --+--- --

00 02 04 06 08 10 2 4 1.6 1.8 2 .0 

MICROSECONDS 

•option can be high or low. 
••split cycle operations may be activated by Read p_u_lse. 

Write pulse without a R/W mode line, or by an Initiate 
pulse and a AJW line. When the AJW line and Initiate 
signals are used, the mode signal must be settled before 
the leading edge of Initiate pulse for each half-cycle op
eration. 



typical currents 

1.5 6.0 

> > > 
IO IO IO 

,- + I 
+ 1.0 @ 1.0 @ 4.0 
@) <I) <I) 

<I) ~ ~ 
~ Q) a, 
a, .5 ~0.5 

a. 
a. E 2.0 
E < Operating < 
< or Standby Standby less than 

10 milliamperes 

8 16 24 32 8 16 24 32 8 16 24 32 

Number of Bits Number of Bits Number of Bits 

Currents shown are for operation @ +2s°C; 

interface connection data 
2 microseconds cycle time; read restore mode; 

J 
reading all zeros from memory. 

i Pin Connector 

Number J1 J2 J3 

1 Address 26 Data In 20 Data In 22 

2 Address 28 Data In 21 Data In 23 

3 Address 210 Data In 24 Data In 26 

4 Read Pulse Data In 25 Data In 27 

5 Spare Data In 2s Data In 210 

6 Data Control Data In 29 Data In 211 

7 - 5V Data In 212 Data In 214 , 8 + 5v Data In 213 Data In 215 

9 ov Data In 216 Data In 21s 

10 ov Data In 217 Data In 219 

11 ov Data In 220 Data In 222 

12 + 15V Data In 221 Data In 223 

13 -5V Data In 224 Data In 226 

14 Start Read Data In 225 Data In 227 

15 Read/Write Data In 22s Data In 230 

16 Split Cycle Data In 229 Data In 231 

17 Address 24 Data Out 2° Data Out 22 

18 Address 22 Data Out 21 Data Out 23 

19 Address 2° Data Out 24 Data Out 26 

20 Address 27 Data Out 25 Data Out 27 

21 Address 29 Data Out 28 Data Out 210 

22 Address 211 Data Out 29 Data Out 211 

23 Write Pulse Data Out 212 Data Out 214 

24 Spare Data Out 213 Data Out 215 

25 - 5V Data Out 216 Data Out 218 

•.I 26 - 5V Data Out 217 Data Out 219 

:l 
27 + 5V Data Out 220 Data Out 222 

28 ov Data Out 221 Data Out 223 

29 ov Data Out 224 Data Out 226 

30 , 15V Data Out 22s Data Out 227 

31 -5V Data Out 22s Data Out 230 

32 Spare Data Out 229 Data Out 231 

33 Spare 
34 Memory Buffer 
35 Address 25 

36 Address 23 

37 Address 21 
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INTERFACE CIRCUIT INPUT-OUTPUT 
CIRCUIT TYPE DESCRIPTION 

L SGJ.40 
SYLVANIA rn 

DATA IN > M D N ► DATA IN (SG lCO) 
MR STR08E (INTERNAL) ► 

I SGlCO 

(INT) : H C>K 
DATA SYLVANIA TTL DATA OUT (INT) 

► OUT 
DATA OUT 

(SG 140) DATA OUT STR08E 

SG lCO 

~ D C ► 
SYLVANIA m ADDRESS IN ) ADDRESS IN 

(SG lCO) AR STR08E (INT) ► 

:[>c SP\.IT CYCLE ) 

► 
SYLVANIA TTL 

SP\.IT CYCLE (SGCO) +SI/ (INT) ► 
SG 40 

~~ SYLVANIA TTL DATA CONTROi. IN ) 
DATA CONTROL 

(SG 140) READ (INT) ► 

SGCO 

~~ 
SYLVANIA Tn Rl (INT) ► READ PULSE (SGCO) 

READ PULSE ) 

Wc (INT) ·g· : ~ SYLVANIA m •MUTE PULSE 

t WRITE PULSE 
[SG40) ;~G~ ~ N 

WI. (INT) 

M - ••G4 ) 
R/ W -

L I N 

l •SIi \ INT) • . 
Af;_.B;; ~L . 

l1~ SYLVANIA TTL '><' '•:o----+ ♦SI/ (INTI READ/WRITE (R/W) 
(SG40) ~---ll-•·• '-- ~-- -DWI. ~ l r . 

READ PULSE ' 
L s, ,4 

I'-N .... 
M r 

WIIITE PULS[ 

H SG4• 
r -EXECUTE - ,1 r . , 

8 

- +5V L 
G4 

D_,,.-,v, .. 
N 

M l 
.... SYLVANIA TTL .. r . EXECUTE 

(SG40) 

H SG4' 
K _...._ 

ii r .. -- -B+Sc (INT) .. 
L ~40 N SC (INT) 
M ] ' .... MEMORY BUFFER SYLVANIA TTL .. 

I (SG40) -MEMo«Y BUFF£' , 
i _ SG40 

G .... .. 
F 

+SI/ (INT) -
8 ... .. 
M SG40 NOTE 

{ •~<-) -
A ~ L .... .. 
L.J 

.. I. ALL INTEGRATED CIRQJITS ARE SYLVANIA Tn (INT) +SI/ . 
C t.:mA -3 -2. INTEGRATED CIRCUIT TYPE SHOWN IN SYM80\ & I~(-) . 

interface 



OUTSIDE SURFACES OF COVER 
ANODIZED BLACK 

t 
I 

t------------8.000(MAX,/-) -----------•~I I U~±0.015 I 

BASE CLEAR ANODIZE 

0 . 395 

r 3.685 

' ' 

10 _________ ®1 
I 
I 
I 
I 

2-56 THO 
4 PLACES 

L 0. 150 (REF) TYP ALL HARDWARE 

4-40 THO X 0. 25 DEEP 
8 PLACES 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

-'----lie-- - - - - ----~ 

1.813 

5.972 

1------3.893--- -----~1 

i----- --- -----7.786--- ----- - ----



how sems 5 dissipates heat 

Little or no accessory cooling equipment Is required 
by SEMS 5 because the heat 1t generates is dissipated 
by conduction. System reliabil,,ty ,s improved because 
conduction cooling results in lower component tem
peratures and thus promotes longer operating life. 
Thermal flow through the memory system is shown in 
this isometric diagram. 

Heat generated by the module components flows to 
aluminum blocks directly contacting the two side sup
ports at (a). Heat flows froM each thin film resistor 
module pack (b) to the side support it directly contacts. 
From the side supports. heat flows to the base plate (c). 

Each array in the core stack assembly (d), both the 
top and bottom vertical support frames (e), and the 

RESISTOR .,,,,,,.. 
MODULE 

/ 
MEMORY ST ACK 
ASSEMBLY 

TIMING BUFFER -
AND THERMAL 
STABILIZER 

electronic memories 

side supports located at the four corners and both ends 
of the memory system. are thermally connected to form 
a heat dissipation path (f) to the base plate. 

The timing buffer and current stabilizer assembly (g) 
dissipates heat through o number of direct connections 
to the base plate. Certain assembly transistors are 
mounted in a heat sink directly contacting the base 
plate, for additional transfer. 

Several simple methods can be used to transfer heat 
from the system. A larger plate providing adequate 
thermal transfer can be mounted directly to the SEMS 
5 base plate, or an air stream of sufficient flow can be 
directed at the base plate. 

ARROWS SHOW DIRECTION 
OF HEAT DISSIPATION 

\ 
BASE Pl.ATE 

lRANSISTOR 

BASE PLATE 

12621 chadron avenue. hawthorne, california 90250 

telephone (213) 772-5201 
701 S 4M R5/t,7 •• 

C) 1•117 [L[CTIIONIC "[MORll:S, INC 

------ - -----------------111111111 



summary of 
typical core characteristics 

Em electronic memories 

Typical Operallng Condition, al 25 C 

PulM Drive Characterl1tlcs Output Signal• 

Slza RIM Amgntude Amplllude Peak Switch 
OD/ID/ht Am&lltude Duration & Fall NE ZERO Time Time 

Dncrfpllon Mll1 Type (mlls) ma) (,.s) Time (,.s) (mv) (mv) (,.s) (,.s) 

Coincident 20 22-100 22/ 14/ 05 700/ 350 0.5 0.05 55 5 0.13 0.22 
Current 

30 31-103 31/20/07 580/ 290 0.6 0.1 61 8 0.23 0.37 

31-108 31/20/07 720/360 0.5 0.1 62 5 0.21 0.39 

50 51-106 50/ 30/ 15 500/ 250 1.2 0.2 90 9 0.43 0.75 

51-110 50/30/15 500/ 250 2.0 0.2 68 8 0.52 1.02 

51-119 50/30/15 400/200 2.0 0.5 90 5 0.75 1.25 

80 81-104 80/ 50/ 25 410/ 205 6.0 0.5 60 6 1.4 2.6 

Coincident 20 24-100 21 / 14/05 780/390 0.4 0.05 40 4 0.145 0.270 
Current 
Lithium for 
Wide Tempera-
lure Range 
Applications 

30 34-102 31/19/10 760/380 0.6 0.1 63 4 0.26 0.49 

Coincident 20 21-104 22/14/04 850/ 425 0.5 0.05 32 3 0.12 0.20 
Current 
for 2-1/2D 
Applications 

30 31-115 29/21/07 750/375 0.5 0.1 52 4 0.21 0.37 

Typical Characterf1tlca at 25 · C 

Saturallon 
flux density Coercive force Curle 

(gaun) (oersted) T emperatur• 

Switch 100 101-101 100/ 70/ 35 2500 0.58 220 C 

140 141-101 140/ 90/90 2500 0.35 220 C 

Saturation Remanent/ Coercive 
flux density saturation force Initial Curle 

(gaun) flux ratio (oerated) Permeability Temperature 

Linear 180 183-101 175/ 88/95 - 0.5 0.3 1800 170 C 

180 183-102 175/88/ 95 - 0.33 0.3 1400 220 C 



C 

definitions 

1,(1.) = Full current. The magnitude of the full drive currents 
I, and I., used at any time. 

= Drive current pulse amplitude. 

I.. - Overshoot. The extent to which the maximum instantan
eous current exceeds the current pulse amplitude, I, 
expressed as a percentage of I. 

I. - Write current pulse. Value of I to switch core from the 
ZERO to ONE state. 

I, Read current pulse. Value of I to switch core from the 
ONE to ZERO state. 

I, ., - Partial write current. A current pulse of the proper 
polarity to attempt to drive the core to the remanent 
"one" state, but with insufficient magnitude to cause 
significant irreversible flux switching. 

1., = Partial read current. A current pulse of the proper 
polarity to attempt to drive the core to the remanent 
"zero" state, but with insufficient magnitude to cause 
significant irreversible f lux switching. 

- Knee current Value of I required to reach the switch
ing threshold of the non-recoverable flux. 

- Disturb ratio. 

t. - Reference time. Time I reaches 10%. 

T, - Rise time of I from t. to 90%. 

T. - Pulse duration. Time I remains above 90%. 

T, - Fall time of I from 90% to 10%. 

t, - Peaking time. Time between t.. and when output reaches 
peak of uV, or dV, response. 

C, - Temperature coefficient of full current. The change in 
I, required to maintain a constant amplitude of uV, as 
the temperature varies. 

C 
•c _ (1, @ T,) - (I, @ T,) 

,, ma, - (T, _ T,) 
where: 

T, = lower temperature, and 
T, = upper temperature 

quality control 
Cores are delivered 100% tested to mechanical and 
electrical specifications or to statistical quality level 
of AOL 0.015 or 6.5 as defined by MIL-STD-105O, 

electronic memories 

t, - Switching time. Time between t. and the decrease of A 
output voltage to 10% of uV, or dV, response. W, 

uV, = Peak output voltage when I, is applied to a core in the 
urJdisturbed ONE state. 

dV, = Peak output voltage when I, is applied to a core in the 
disturbed ONE state. 

dV = Peak output voltage when I, is applied to a core in the 
disturbed ZERO state. 

I,.... - I of sufficient amplitude and duration to switch a core 
to its saturated state. 

1,., - I required to drive a core from a remanent state toward 
the opposite saturation state. 

1,... = I of sufficient amplitude and duration, and opposite 
I, .. , direction, to switch the core to the alternate sat
urated state. 

H, Coercive force. Equivalent to I and of defined duration 
necessary to bring the flux density of the core to zero. 

H. , - Switch core output, measured In millivolts, at the ouput 
of an Integrator with a time constant of 1 O µs ± 1 % 
(1/ e value) when 1,... is applied. A stable point in the 
high permeability region of switching, close to H . 

,J,/ t = Switch core flux output, measured in millivolts, at the 
output of an integrator with a time constant of 10 µs 
± 1 % (1/ e value) when I,. • is applied. 

B - Saturation flux density. 

B, - Remanent flux. 

t, = Curie temperature. 

C. - Temperature coefficient of break current. The change In 
I. for a change In temperature with I, maintained con-

t t C 
•c (I• @ T,) - (I• @ T,) 

s an , •• ma, = (T, _ T,) 

where: 
T, = lower temperature, and 
T, = upper temperature. 

Inspection Level II. Cores are electrically tested as 
defined by the test specification. 

12621 chadron avenue, hawthorne, california 90250 
telephone (213) 772-5201 

1.L I.CT JltOHrC MI.MO llt l IU 



I How lo build 
a flying,, 
bouncing,, 

submerging 
memory system 
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SEMS-1 R Memory 
Capacity 256 lo 4096 words 

of up to 32 hots 
Speed 4.5 .sec cycle time 

1.0 .sec access lime 
Temperature 

Range. -55 Clo t-100 C or 
-25 C to +75 C 

Size 12.25• X 6.37° X 4 87' 
Volume 380 cuhoc inches 

SEMS-3R Memory 
Caoac.ty. 256 to 4()96 words 

ol 4 to 28 bits 
Speed . 4 5 .sec cycle 11 me 

1.0 •Sec access time 
Temperature 

Range. 55 C to t-100 C or 
-25 C to t75 C 

Size 4 50• X 5_75• X 6.75• 
Vo "'IC 115 c1,b1c inches 

- - - ,. 

SEMS-2S Memory 
Capacity· 5005 bits to 

Speed 
Temperature 

Range: 

150150 b1ls (serial) 
10 .sec cycle time 

55 C to HOO C or 
-25 C to +75 C 

Size variable depending 
on number of bits 

Volume 45 to 120 
cubic inches 

SEMS-4R Core Memory 
Capacity 256 to 8192 words 

of 6 to 40 bits 
Speed. 4 .sec cycle time, 

1 .sec access time 
Tefl"pcrature 

Ranges -40 C to t85 C 
-20 C to +65 C 

0 C to +50 C 
Size 17• X 17• X 7• 

(19· rack mounting) 
Volume 2023 cubic inches 

--- -- J 
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IN SPACECRAFTS 
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ALEX EGGER, 

Space Technology Labs, Inc. 

WILLIAM S. KNO WLES, 

Electronic Memories, Tnc. 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

Designers of spacecraft data storage units have been confronted with the prob
lem of supplying, on the one hand, a rapidly increasing amount of data storage 
capacity, while on the other, a system which is very small in size, consumes litt' ) 
power, and is highly reliable. Less than three years ago the first storagt 
memory was launched into space. This formed a part of the STL digital telem
etry unit (Telebit) which was Bown on Explorer VI and later on Pioneer V. 
The capacity of the memory, which used transistors as memory elements was 120 
hits. \\'eight of the memory was five pounds, the volume 150 cubic inches, and 
the power consumption approximately 1.2 watts. Based on a paper presented at 
the 1962 Xational Telemetering Conference, this article describes a data storage 
unit that has a storage capacity of 10,000 bits and yet weighs far less than tht> 
memory of Telebit, is much smaller, and consumes less power. 

In addition to high data capacity, small size, and low weight, this data storagl' 
unit appears to offer advantages over the other types of storage units availabk 
for space applications. As a static type of data storage unit, it appears to ht' 
more desirable in terms of low power consumption, reliability, and long life than 
systems requiring mechanical motion, such as tape recorders. And, unlike certain 
static storage devices, such as transistor memories, no loss of stored data occurs 
in the event of temporary power failure. This system consists of a highly reliabk 
magnetic core storage unit utilizing a unique organization of core access circuits. 

Typically the problem of achie,·ing 
a magnetic core memory has re
volved around the inefficiency in the 
peripheral or access equipment. The 
size of the memory plane has not 
been a central problem area. Organi
zation techniques in the past have 
leaned toward the use of decoding 

and addressing requiring many active 
elements. The result has been large 
weight and volume, high power con
sumption, and low reliability. A care
ful examination of the properties of 
cores, plus organization techniques, 
allows the circuit designer to also 
exploit magnetic cores for the access 
circuits and overcome these short
comings. In addition, the use of mag-

netic cores in the access circuits mini
mizes the number of transistors re
quired and thus increases system reli
ability. 

If a large number of cores must be 
utilized, a square matrix arrangement 
provides the most efficient access teer 
nique. For n cores in a square matri. 
the two selection coordinates each 
number (n)',. For example, in a 10,-

2 



Until recently, the use of ferrite core memories has been 
tJonfined to the high speed computing field. Here are the 

system design concepts behind the development of a 
satellite memory that fully exploits the advantages of 
magnetic cores. 

the use of pulsing tc•chniqucs results 
111 lo,, aH•rage power ronsumption. 

000 bit llll'lltor~ , thr two sets of sc•lcc
hon coonlinatt·s numbrr l 00 Imes 

c-h Y COORDINATE 

Prmr to cltscussin~ the access logic 
nd orgunization, it is desirablr to 

n ider thC' specific or~ani;;:at1on of 
th memory, There arc ,anous ap
pw.1chcs to dc\'ising a magnetic core 

One of the sirnplrst ap
is to use single apc•rture 

I ia1 e loop fntitc l·on·s in a m.1trix 
previously stated and use coinri-

1 t cnrrc11t ~election: that i,, C'ach 
>rdinate ~upplies ,l l'llrrl·nt half the 

n 1gnitudc of the total current re-
riuu ecl to switch the con•. The sc·lec
t 0 11 p rocess is based upon the coi11ri
dc ncc of two coordinatt• lines and the 

A •1111li11e,1r charncteristks of thr square 
Wlfoop ferrite rore. Another approach 

1s to use a word org.111ized llll'mory 
\\ hid1 rrquirc•s external decoding to 
sc·lcct thr group of bits definc•cl as a 
,1 ord. This approarh docs not make 
use of the nonlinear drnractc•ristics of 
tlic c·orc in the decoding or sdcction 
proc·c~, and. therrfore, requires a 
much greatc·r qu,mtity of c·xtcrn,1! de
codin~ equipment. 

:-.Iultiapcrture cores t"ould hr used 
hut suffer from se,·eral drawbacks. 
F1r, t. the magnetic core must be 
l.1rgl'r and thereforc n•quires more 
pm1 c•r for switching. '\c•xt, the wiring 
of the planes becomes 111ore complex 
than that of the simpler single aper
tun• core hrcause of thl' numbc•r of 
wirC'S and the non-ortho~onal thrrud
ing which must be usl'cl. 

Spacecraft data storage systems ,ire 
!l:<'IH'rally conc•prned with communica
tions to and from thr ground and 
therrfore thr hit serial method of data 
,tor,ige and H•trie, al is compatible 
with the bit serial transmission link. 

a in addition. the memory is hkel) to 
• )perate at moderate speeds in the 

order of hundreds or thousands of 
bits per second. Thus, the ucti\'C' op
c·rating duty factor of the memor) is 
c·xc<·c•dingh- small; this c·o11plC'cl with 

MAGNETIC SELECTION 

As pre, iousl) mentioned, the basic 
nnnponent of a coincident core mem
or~ is the ferrite core, which has a 
square hysteresis loop and which is 
s11 itched b) the application of two 
.idchtin• u1rrents from one state to 
tlw other. Refer to standard text 
011 magnetics for a II pica] BH loop 
of a fcrrik core '\om1ally, the 

current apphrd in either of thr two 
drive axrs is stabilizrd to a value 
somewhat less than the knrr of the 
hysteresis loop, therd>y c,\usmg no 
i1 reversible flux change. Only the 
c·ore in an array at the intersection of 
the X dri,c and the Y dri\'e receives 
a full select current, thereb} rxperi
t•neing a full flux excursion. 

Until r(•cently, the use of this t) pe 
mc•mory for space applications \\'as 
not practiral because of the trmpera
turr sensitivity of the core, which in 
turn required too critical compensa
tion of the coordinate selection cur
rcnts. A recent advance in the art has 
h('en the introduction of a core ma
terial ( Ref. l and 2 ) which is for less 
sensith·e to temperature changes than 
the magnesium-manganese family of 
eores used during the past decade. 
This corr operates o,·er a tempera
ture range from -50 to -f- 100° cen
tigrade 11ith negligible change in 
cl1fre current requirrcl. Consequent!>. 
it is nO\\ , l'IY feasible to emplo> the 
sirnplicit> of the classic coincident 
rnrrent concept for applications re
quiring ,1 ic!C' toleranl'e to se,·erc en-
1 ironment. 

The selection concept for supplying 
the X and Y coordinate <lri\'e currents 
is based on magnetic current steering 
SIi itches (Ref. 3) which act to se
qurntiully program the coordinates 
and steer a precise half select current. 
In this way only one c·nrrent stahiliz-

~ 
X COORDINATE 

~ 
2 4 

FIG. l lll11,trntio11 ,,/ cliap:011al 11rn11nin,: 

ing source is required. 
\Ve will now discuss the access 

logic for a nominal 10,000 bit storage 
.1rrar using magndic; addressing and 
sdccting. The choice of the exact 
number of bits in a memor} plane is 
111fluenccd h~ the method of drh'ing 
hy magnd1c switches. In order to 
eliminate the need for static address 
n•gisters which would add many com
ponents and waste power, us we!J as 
lower reliabilitr, tlw address will be 
stored by ferrite switch cores. By 
operating these switches, both coordi
nates simultaneous!>, a diagonal scan
ning pattrrn of the storage matrix oc
C'Urs. If the dimensions of the storage 
unit. as to the ro11s of cores and 
columns of cores, are mutuall> prime, 
all cores will be scanned before anv 
giwn di.tgonal is repeated. Fig 1 ii
lustrates this case for a sample ( 4 x 5 ) 
matrix ( two mutually prime num
bers ) . The numbrrs illustrated are 
the core smns which are interrogated 
I)\ simultaneously stepping X and Y 
selection coordinate rings. Fig 2 
,hows an example• of how to derive a 
four-coordinatr 111:111;1 c·tic srl1·c-tion cir-
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cuit. It provides sequential pulse 
power to loads RL,, RL,, RL., and 
RL, in that order. This pulse power 
is conductively steered to these loads A 
from a single current source. At time W 
t., core 1 is in a state that current 
flowing from driver A will cause a flux 
change to take place; core 3 is in 
the oppositely saturated state which 
does not permit any flux change. A 
current pulse flowing from driver 
phase A will flow through winding N 
on both cores 1 and 3 in series, and 
around to bus A. A voltage then ap
pears across winding N. of core 1 in a 
direction which back biases diode 
CR3 associated with core 4, resulting 
in current being steered through 
winding N, on core 1 and then 
through the winding N. on core 2. 
Current flowing through this winding 
is in a direction to cause core 2 to 
experience a flux change, therefore 
setting this core in an opposite flux 
state so as to be the next selected core 
<luring the successi,e pulse period as
sociated with dri\·er phase B. The 
current is steered to load RL, ( one 
line of the storage matrix), 

During the next driver pulse a cur
rent is obtained from driver phase B& 
which is steered tlrrough winding N,W 
associated with core 2 and then 
through winding N, associated with 
core 3, and so on. This circuit is a 
passive register as well as as a current 
steering circuit. The gating voltage 
derived from the :-J, winding is a low 
impedance source. Therefore, if some 
of the diodes have a degraded back 
resistance, several milliamperes may 
be drained off without a failure in 
the switch operation. The normal 
current flow is several hundred milli
amperes. 

The current steering switch may be 
fabricated as several identical subas
semblies, each containing a set of 
t·ores and diodes to provide the re
quirC'd Y selection lines to the storage 
core arrays. These submodules can 
be assembled and individually elec
lricall}'•tested prior to assembly in the 
memory. The modules require ap
proximately l 2 cubic inches including 
diodes and related wiring terminals. 

Although this technique requires 
one diode per coordinate, the re
quirements on this diode are so mini-
mal that its actual failure rate is ap
proximately one order magnitude 
lower than values normally consid
crecl. The rcliahility of diodes in this 
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.1pplication is also unusually high be
A cause of the low duty cycle imposed 
• on the diode and the low back volt

age presented to the diode. Reliable 
operation with diode back resistance 
degradation to as low as 1000 ohms 
is possible. 

Fig 3 illustrates the use of mag
netic stepping switches for the nomi
nal 10,000 bit memory. As shown, 
the two mutually prime numbers are 
99 by 104, which result in completely 
scanning out 10,296 bits. In the 
example shown in Fig 4 two drive 
phases were used. To achieve rea
sonable length of the current steering 
register, an 8-phase ring counter is 
used to establish eight phases ( for the 
Y coordinate system) and a 9-phase 
ring counter for the X coordinate sys
tem. • Rather than use eight current 
stabilizers for the current steering 
register it is more efficient to use an 
8-way commutator ( ring counter) 
and one stabilizer. This over-all ap
proach provides that normally cut-off 
blocking oscillators are used in the 
ring counters. This scheme provides 
no standby power. 

- As a result of this approach the 
drive and selection system is com
prised of one regulated current source 
per coordinate, multiphase X and Y 
driver circuits, and current steering 

RESH 

INHISII 
X2 (X-1) 

XJ 

O!tlVE ( I Of Y) 

FIG. 6 A11ti-coincident current switch 

switches. A ,·olume of several cubic 
inches accom1nodates approximately 
nominal selection magnetic circuits. 

It is feasible to use a type of selec
tion, in one of the <.'Oordinates, based 
on the principle · of current transfor
mation. This scheme minimizes the 
number of diodes. The practicality of 
its application is based on the condi
tion that both select currents need 
not approach the ideal current source. 
The above device is known as the 
anti-coincident switch (ACS); its use 
in a memory system is shown in Fig 
4. The Y drive is provided by a multi
phase driver linked through current 
steering switch cores. Separate 
steered current outputs are required 
for read and write operations. The X 
drive is provided by an anti-coinci
dent switch, which in turn is driven 
by a multi-phase inhibit drive circuit 
and a multi-phase drive circuit. 

A read operation is performed by 
the coincidence of a half select cur
rent pulse from the current steering 
switch and a half select current pulse 
from the anti-coincident switch. A 
write ( or restore) "l" operation is 
performed by a half select current 
from the current steering switch, in 
opposite direction from the read cur
rent, in time coincidence with a half 
select current in the same direction 

from the auti-coincident switch. To 
write an "0," these two current pulses 
are not time coincident. Therefore, 
digit driver windings, conventionally 
used in core matrices, are not re
quired. 

The drive current in the X direc
tion is delivered to the array through 
magnetic anti-coincident switches. 
Fig 5 shows the relative magneto
motive forces applied by the inhibit. 
drive, and reset windings of the 
switch. 

Fig 6 illustrates the ACS operation 
of a nine-way anti-coincident switch. 
Inhibit currents are set up in all but 
the selected inhibit line applying 
magnetomotive force to all switch 
cores, except those on the selected 
line, driving the unselected cores far 
into remnant saturation. 

As soon as inhibit current is estab
lished in the ACS, one of the multi
phase drivers is activated. This cur
rent causes the selected core in the 
ACS to traverse a flux excursion. The 
output winding of the selected switch 
core links the storage array to pro
vide the X half select read current. 

The write cycle is accomplished by 
applying mmf to all (ACS ) switch 
cores in the opposite polarity to the 
mmf applied for the read operation. 
This resets the one selected switch 
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core to the negative remnant condi
tion providing an output half select 
write current to the storage array. If 
this write pulse occurs in time coin
cidence with the Y drive pulse from 
the current steering switch, a "l" will 
be written or restored in the array. If 
not coincident a "0" will be written or 
restored. 

The scanning seql!ence of cores in 
the anti-coincident switch ( for sim
plest access circuitry) is in a diagonal 
fashion, which is obtained by utilizing 
ring driver circuits in both the in
hibit and drive directions. Since the 
number of lines driving this anti-coin
cident switch is not composed of 
mutually prime numbers, an addi
tional pulse is applied in the inhibit 
direction ( to cause an additional 
step of that driver circuit) each time 
the last line of the drive circuit to 
the switch has completed its opera
tion. In this way, a diagonal scan of 

6 

FIG. 7 4000-bit mcmonJ unil 
(lop ancl /,ottom rieu') 

all cores in the anti-coincident switch 
is obtained. 

In Fig 7, photographs of a 4000 bit 
memorr plane with the current steer
ing switches and anti-coincident 
switches are shown. A 10,000 bit 
memorr has been selected for dis
cussion, however, the system ean he 
expanded in eapacity without linearly 
increasmg the weight and size. For 
example, increasing the memory ca
pacity from 10,000 to 100,000 bits 
would result in an increase in weight 
and transistor count by only approxi
mately the square root of the increase 
in memory capacity. ~foreover, abo,e 
100,000 bits the transistor count does 
not necessarily increase as fast as the 
square root function. The dri,·e cir
cuitry for this type of sequential 
magnetic core storage system required 
a space only slightly larger than that 
of the storage core arrays themselves. 
While the present design utilizes a 

space of under J 00 cubic ind1cs. 
further reduction could be obtained 
hy redueing the core size. F.)l;D 
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test you~guessing skill! 
(space vehicle core memory) 

1 Model RE128Z34 - 128 word, 34-bit memory 
Power Requirement, 300 mw at I Kc 
Temperature Range: -20°C to +80°C 

2 Model RSM70 - Relay Status Monitor dynami• 
cally checks 80 relays at lOKc 
Power Requirement: I Wat lOKc, less than 
2 mw standby. 
Temperature Range: - 20' C lo +80'C 

3 Model SE30KZ1 - 30,000 serial bits (with 
confidence level of .8 for l yr.) Wt. 3.6 lbs. 

Power Requirement: 200 mw at 256 cycles 
Temperature Range: -20°C to +65'C 

4 Model SE1440Zl - 1440 serial bit lsodrive* 
memory tolerates 3000 Gs sMck 
Power Requirement, 300 mw at !Kc 
Temperature Range: -30'C to +90°C 

5 All Welded Memory Stack (unpotted) - 6,000 
bit lsodrive1' core memory stack, uses all 
welded construction - takes 54Gs vibration 

Guess who makes the advanced core memory products shown 
above for such customers as: JPL, APL, STL, GE, NSL, Aeronu
tronics and Goodyear. Also note that the products shown are 
typical of the sophisticated designs regularly produced by this 
mystery company. Can you guess who it is? (For answer, see 
gray block at the bottom of this ad.) 

SPECIALIZED UNIQUE CAPABILITIES IN SPACE VEHICLE CORE 
MEMORY DEVELOPMENT Formed in mid-1961 by highly 
experienced core memory specialists, Electronic Memories, 
Inc., is already established as a leading supplier of advanced 
space vehicle core memory products. By meeting the reli
ability and quality assurance requirements of such projects 
as Transit and Ranger, the Electronic Memories reputation 
continues to grow. If you have requirements calling for this 
type of capability, you'll be interested in our new facilities/ 
capabilities fofder shown at right. Send for your copy today. 

electronic memories inc. 
9430 BELLANCA AVENUE, LOS ANGELES 45. CALIFORNIA • SPRING 6-1333 
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WRITE AT - 30°C, READ AT +90°C W/0 COMPENSATION 
A pocket-size 1440-bit core memory with an operating power 
requirement of 300 mw at 1 Kc with a 2-3 mw standby . . . 

.... . .. . . . . • • . . .. .. . . . ~ 
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APPLICATIONS: Space vehicles, missile guidance systems, miniaturized military ground support systems 
... wherever compact size, outstanding reliability and operation over wide temperature excursions are required. -

electronic Inelllories inc. 
9430 BELLANCA AVENUE• LOS ANGELES 45, CALIFORNIA 



- 55°C TO +100°C OPERATING TEMPERATURE RANGE ISODRIV(g@}@ 
l T 

o.oso· 0.030. 

l J_ 

o.01s-.j 

+ 100° c 

+ 100° c 
Actual test oscillogram with 
core immersed in boiling water 

FEATURES 

Fast switching, high drive, high output. 
Improved disturb ratio allowing increased 

lerance to drive current drift. Increased 
nal-to-noise ratio at sampling time. 

cellent characteristics over -55' C to 
+ 100 C operating range without current 
compensating circuits. 

r--

All 
dimensions 

are 
± 0.002 · 

A 50-mil ferrite core offering excellent 
output signal over a wide temperature 
range with constant drive current. 

CORE PERAMETERS VS. TEMPERATURE 
[Ci 1•nt 01 •• 

V civ1 . 
~ -tlCt ~ --1--1-i-
i 
I: .. 

0,1h.,1bRat 
.. 
" 

,,. .. . .. ,. 

+ 25° C ROOM TEMP . 
Scale foroscillograms 50mv/cm, 
.25 µsec/cm, rise time: .2 µsec 

,00 .. 

RECOMMENDED 
OPERATING CONDITIONS 

Temperature -55°C to + 1 oo· c 

Drive Pulse (lr- lw) 1000/500 ma turns 

Pulse Width (tw) 2µs 

Pulse Rise Time Ctr) .2µs ± .02µs linear 

Pulse Fall Time (tf) .3µs min. 

1111. 1G 
i, I m:: .. 

'.j 

- 55°C 
Actual test oscillogram, 
core in dry ice and alcohol. 

TYPICAL 
OUTPUT SIGNALS 

Temperature: -50°C +25°c 

Switching time (ts) 0.90 µS 0.80 µS 

Peaking time (Ip) 0.42 µS 0.36 µS 

A mplitude ONE (uV1) 85 mv 117 mv 

Amplitude ZERO (dV2 ) 14 mv 14 mv 

+100°c 

0.7. 
0.30 

175 mv 

16 mv 



WRITE AT - 3O°C, READ AT + 9O°C W/ O COMPENSATION 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Model #SE1440Z1 

1440 serial bits 

Operating Modes: 
Buffer-Memory 
Shift Register or Memory Split Cycle 

I Speed: (I Intermixed load and unload buffer operations up to 100 Kc. 
Complete memory cycle up to 50 Kc. Shift rate up to 50 Kc. 

Input Signals: 
Buffer Operation Memory Operation 

Pulses Levels Pulses Levels 
0 to +6V 0 to +6V 0 to +6V 0 to +6V 
Load Info Input Unload Read/Return 
Unload Clear Clear/Write 
Clear Info Input 

Shift Register or Memory Split Cycle 

Pulses Levels 
0 to +6V 0 to +6V 
Unload Read/Restore 
Clear Clear /Write 

Info Input 

Output Signals: 
Buffer-Memory-Shift Register or Memory Split Cycle 
Pulse Oto +6V-5 µs duration 

Power Supply: 
Supplied by customer, one voltage +28 volts. Stand-by 
requirement is 10-15 milliwatts. Operating power at 1 Kc 
rate is 300 milliwatts. 

Dimensions: 
1440 bit capacity requires 2· x 3" x 5" 

Weight: 
1440 bit capacity weighs 15 oz. 

Environment: 
Operates without temperature stabilization of the magnetics 
or current compensation of the drive currents over a range 
of -30 C to +90' C. W ithstands normal ICBM shock and 
vibration. - Other Memories: 
Additional storage capacities and wider temperature ranges 
available on special order. 

A pocket-size 1440-bit core memory with 
an operating power requirement of 300 
mw at 1 K c with a 2-3 mw standby. 

MEMORY OPERATION 

~ Unload pulse 
,, .. .. ,, Read/Restore I "0 a: :E 

info out 

Unload pulse • 
-~~ Clear/Write 

i~ info in 

info out 

~ .. 30 µsec to next clear pulse .. ,, 
Clear Pulse • .! 0 

CJ :E to ts 110 115 

Microseconds 

BUFFER OPERATION 

Unload pulse • ,, " .. .,, 
.. 0 

info oul a: :E 

Load pulse "" ~~ 

i~ info in 
I I 

~" 30 µSec to next clear pulse .. ,, 
Clear pulse I .! 0 

u :E to ts ho 115 
Microseconds 

SHIFT REGISTER OR MEMORY SPLIT CYCLE 

Unload pulse ,I 
~ 
·.: G,l 

Read/Restore 

~,, Clear/Write - o 
]:E .. info in a: I info out 

I 
~ .. 30 µsec to next clear pulse .. ,, 

Clear pulse • !! 0 
u:E to ts ho tis 

Microseconds 

• 
I 
,I 

-
l2o 

A 

120 

I -l2o 



BLOCK DIAGRAM 
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MODULAR ISODRIVE MEMORY SERIES 

MIMS Modular Core Memories utilize the latest in 

silicon semiconductor technology, Electronic Mem
ories' ISODRIVE~ Core, and advanced packaging tech

niques, to deliver unusually reliable co;ncident current 

memories of varying sizes, operable over a tempera

ture range of -30 C to +80 C. 

MIMS CORE MEMORIES ARE DESIGNED TO MEET 

MIL-E-16400D, MIL-E-4158B AND 

MI L-E-5400E 

APPLICATIONS: Shipboard systems, airborne sys

tems, mobile ground equipment, satellites, laboratory 

installations, and stationary ground systems. 



electronic memories inc. 

WHAT IS MIMS? 

"MIMS" is the convenient way to designate Electronic Memories' Modular ISODRIVE® Memory Series. MIMS 
memories are notable for their wide operating temperature range, high reliability, and adaptability to a broad 

range of applications. Standard MIMS memories are available in compact, relay rack configurations, and will 

withstand normal shock and vibration. For applications where severe "G" environments will be encountered, 

custom MIMS are available in special 3-dimensional packages to meet customer-supplied size, configuration 

and environmental requirements. 

MIMS RELIABILITY 

Throughout the MIMS design and manufacturing cycle, careful attention has been given to the operational 

reliability of the complete memory system. The use of the ISODRIVE9 Core ensures operation of the memory 

over a wide temperature range or permits use of wider circuit tolerances over narrower temperature ranges. 

Load sharing switches are used to drive the MIMS core stack. These switches, driven by transistors operated 

far below rated capacities, provide high current pulses with fast rise times. The use of silicon semiconductors, 

taper pin connectors, and advanced design concepts developed by Electronic Memories, ensures the operating 

reliability of each MIMS. 

16,38'-WORD, 
40-BIT l 

e 
8,192-WORD, Ir Jfl 

tr= I 
40-BIT 5¼" 

STANDARD PACKAGING 

MIMS memories are normally supplied in standard 

card cages mounted in relay rack cabinets. A standard 

MIMS, including power supply, consists of four basic 

modules, with the height of the modules and the mem

ory configuration dei.,endent on the capacity 

requirement. 

TYPICAL COMPONENT COMPLEMENTS W / 0 POWER SUPPLY 

I MEMORY 4096-word 8192-word I 16,384-word 

COMPONENTS 40-bit MIMS I 40-blt MIMS 40-bit MIMS 

Total diodes and 
transistors 3510 4099 4,864 

Total resistors, 
capacitors, etc. 4684 5431 6,906 I 

Total Components Sl94 9530 11,770 

I 
,,096-WORD, 

40-BIT 

INPUT AND TIMING MODULE I 
(address register ar,d 

t1rn1ng cont,ol) 

DRIVE MODULE 
(X end Y dri ... er pau·1 

and transistor switches) 

M'-GNETICS MODULE 
(core stacks and 

load sharing switches) 

I 

DIGIT MODULE 
(dig,, dnvers, memory rt91ste, 

and sense amphhert ) 

I. 19" 

1~:-7 
----1'- 1i 

I 
15¼" 

l 15¼"1__j 1x· 
T :=~J ---

5¼" 

-t 
57¼ 

l 12¼" 

I 10½" 

117 
- -

-t---36¼" I 
I =1-1 

7r· I I 
-+ 21· 

~:~_J "F" _J l 1¾.-1 1½"' 1¾,I' 

T 
& 

T 



electronic memories inc. 

SPECIFICATIONS: 

Operating Mode: Coincident Current 

S peed: Cycle Time-2.5 µ.s Access Tlme-1.0 µ.s 

Capacities: 4,096, 8,192, or 16,384 words-8 to 80 bits 

T emperature Range: -30"C to +80"C without current compensation or 

temperature stabilization. 

Power Requirements: 4,096-word, 40-bit memory: 750 watts D.C. 

t6,384-word, 40-bil memory: 1500 watts D.C. 

Input S ignals: (Oto +3 volts minimum too to +10 volts maximum with 

typical voltage of O to + 5 volts) 

SIGNAL REQUIRED 

Start Cycle 

Read/Wrlto Signal 

Address 

Information Input 

-Output S ignals: 
r SIGNAL REQUIRED - -1 

Information Out 

SIGNAL TYPE 

Pulse 

Single-ended level 

Single-ended level 

Single-ended level 

SIGNAL TYPE 

Double-ended level 

SIGNAL CHARACTERISTICS 

10 mils of current, pulso rise time 
of 0.1 µ.s Into a pulse transformer. 
Pulse width at 90% point is 0.1 
µ.s min., 0.5 µ.s max. 

3 mils of current settled at start 
cycle. 

3 mils of current settled at start 
cycle. 

3 mils of current set1Iod at .8 µs 
from start cycle. 

SIGNAL CHARACTERISTI'= j 
10 mils of current, available t µs 
after start cycle. 

MIL-SPECS: Designed to meet MIL-E-t6400D, MIL·E-41588, MIL-E-5400E specifications. 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 
Modular ISODRIVE Memory 

Model RE1638424O 

COR£ MEMORY STACI< 

20·--·--·- ·-··- 211 

Special Features: 
ISODRIVE® Core allows memory operation over a wide 
temperature range or allows use of wide circuit tolerances 
within narrower temperature ranges. 

SI/Icon Semiconductors are used throughout to ensure high 
reliability over a wide temperature range. 

Load Sharing Switches which drive the core stack, provide 
high current pulses with fast rise times, yet do not require 
large currents from the transistor drivers. 

Optional Features: 
Complete MIL-Spec documentation ... special packaging 
configurations ... packaging for shock and vibration .. . 
register indicators ... split cycle ... partial substitution .. . 
Information available signal. .. end-of-cycle signal. 

TIMING DIAGRAM 

:::~,:r~:: C,::l\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\~\\\\~ 
. address register . =:~-
mlormat,on input __ --~ 

information output 
to t.s It tt.s t2 12.s 

cycle lime in microseconds 

Top of pulse indicates when informahon must be settled In register 

Solid lines ndicate m,n,mum times pulse or level can exist. 

Dotted lines indicate maximum times pulse or level can exist. 

SPECIAL PACKAGING FOR 

SEVERE ENVIRONMENTS AND 

UNIQUE CONFIGURATIONS 

j t 1 
1,yu.fttAR~ I.&! t,ddr~sre,,,,e, 4-.-\RciNr '-- ~.J 

Through the use of three-dimensional 
packaging techniques, the MIMS design Is 
adaptable to a broad range of difficult 
applications where shock, vibration, 
restricted size, and unique configurations 
are encountered. For a custom designed 
MIMS, the physical size and configuration 
of the package is dictated by customer
supplied requirements for word capacity, 
bit length, shock and vibration, and the 
size and volume of the space available for 
the memory package. Typical three-dimen
sional packaging would allow a minimum 
of0.5 cubic feet (4,096-word, 40- bit memory) 
and 2.0 cubic feet (16,384-word, 80-bit mem
ory), exclusive of power supply. The physi
cal volume requirements for a typical 
t hree-dimensional powe r supply are 
approximately 1.0 cubic feet (4,096-word, 
40-bit memory) and approximately2.5 cubic 
feet (16,384-word, 40-bit memory). 

14 b I ~ress ..-ipul 



- ss·c TO + 100°C OPERATING TEMPERATURE RANGE 

The heart of the MIMS Series Is Electronic Memories' 

ISO DRIVE~ core-Type 46-100-a 40-mil ferrite core 

offering an excellent output signal over an operating 

temperature range of -55°C to + 100cc without tem

perature stabilization or current compensation. The 

ISODRIVE®core features fast switching, high output, 

improved disturb ratio, increased tolerance to drive 

current drift, and increased s1gnal-to-no1se ratio at 

sampling time. This core, combined with the latest 

advances in silicon semiconductor technology, and 

utilized by a tightly-knit group of highly experienced 

core memory specialists, has resulted in the MIMS 
core memory series. 

ISOORIV~@~ 

+100°c 
Actual test oscillogram with 

core immersed in boiling water 

FEATURES 

Fast switching, high output. I mp roved 
disturb ratio allowing increased tolerance 
to drive current drift. Increased signal-to-
noise ratio at sampling t,me. Excellent 
characteristics over -55°C to+ 100°C oper-
ating range without current compensating 
circuits. 

+ 2s0 c 
Actual test oscillogram with 
core at room temperature 

RECOMMEN OED 
OPERATING CONDITIONS 

Temperature Range -55°C to + 100°C 

Drive Pulse 900/450 ma turns 

Pulse width (tw) 2 µS 

Pulse rise time (Ir) 0.1 ± 0.01 µS linear 

Pulse fall time (tf) 0.2 µS min. 

C ... ~ 
~ '4 

H 
•J 

n e· 

-55°C 
Actual test oscillogram, with 
core In dry ice and alcohol 

TYPICAL 
OUTPUT SIGNALS 

Temperature: -55°C +25°C 

Amp(itude ONE (uV1) 43 mv 59 mv 

Amplitude ZERO (dV z) 9 mv 10 mv 

Peaking T,me (Ip) 0.27 µS 0.22 µS 

Switching Time (ts) 0.54 µS 0.47 µS 

+100"C 

74 mv 

11 mv 

0.18 µ< 

0.41 µS 



how to be sure 

you choose the 

proper MIMS 

MIMS is the convenient way to designate the Modular ISODRIVE® 
Memory Series. MIMS core memories all operate from - 30° to 
+ 80 C without driver compensation or stack heating. They are 
coincident current, with 2.5 µsec cycle times and 1 µsec access. 
This dramatic performance is accompanied by a reliability break
through-the heart of MIMS is Electronic Memories' ISODRIVE 
ferrite core-8nd silicon components have been used exclusively. 

We can't picture a MIMS unit-each one Is custom bullt and 
packaged. But, we can discuss in detail the MIMS designed to 
meet your requi rements. That's why the MIMS Choosers Check
list. Just check your requirements below and send them along 
to us. We'll be in touch by return mail. 

,----------------------------, 
I I 
I The MIMS Choosers Checklist: I 

11

1 MIMS core memories are available in any combination II 
of the following characteristics: 

I 
MIL-SPEC 

MIL-E 16400D 
C Mll-E-41588 
0 Mll-E-5400E 

Non Mil-Spec 

CA PACITY 

1024 w rds 
2048 words 

n 4096 words 
D 8192 w rds 

16,384 words 

PACKAGE 

::J Relay rack card cage 
D High density package 
::] Custom configuration 

ENVIRONMENT 

=:J Temperature 
+-°C to--°C 

O Vibration 

PACKAGE 
VOLUME 

.5 cu. ft. 
__ cps __ g's 

CJ Shock __ g's 

APPLICATIONS 

WORD LENGTH C Ground-mobile 

D 1.5 cu. ft. 
D 2 cu. ft. 
D 5.5 cu. ft. 
0 _cu. ft. 

O 8-b,ts C Ground-exposed 

=:J 20-bits □ Airborne O Laboratory 
l 40-bits ::.J Shipboard ::J Satellite 

I 
:::J 60-bits "] 

Other I 7 BO-bits ---------
l _____________________________ j 

electronic m.emories inc. 
9430 Bellanca Avenue • Los Angeles 45, California 
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PROGRAMMED 

MAGNETICS TESTER 
This series of precise test instruments has been specifically de
signed for the testing and evaluation of magnetic cores and 
circuits. They have been designed by an engineering group 
thoroughly familiar with both magnetic core technology and the 
latest advances in silicon transistor circuitry. When used by a 
knowledgeable magnetics specialist, Electronic Memories' Pro
grammed Magnetics Testers are unusually valuable pieces of 
test instrumentation. 

•••• ,,,11,,J 
MODEL 100-SERIES TESTERS ARE COMPLETELY MODULAR, ALLOWING COST AND TEST PROGRAM FLEXIBILITY 

I 
10½" 

2¼" 

Each Programmed Magnetics Tester consists of a series of eco
nomical, compact, high performance current pulse generators 
together with a current calibrator module, a power supply pack
age, and an optional program generator package. The complete 
system 1s housed in a compact cabinet which may be rack-mounted 
or placed on a bench. The unit weighs approximately 35 pounds 
for easy portability. The system is unusually stable, with a high 
output impedance of the constant current drivers. 

-------is··-------

FIVE BASIC INTERCHANGEABLE MODULES PLUS A FIXED POWER SUPPLY MODULE 

Four plug-in packages-neg
ative driver positive driver, 
univ1brator and current cali
brator - each occupy a 2 ¼" 
by 5¼" modular unit. An op
tional plug-in program gen
erator package is three units 
wide. The power supply pack
age is four units wide and is 
a bolted-in unit. All power 
connections are made as the 
various packages are plugged 
in. The packages are rigidly 
retained by means of screws 
to the surface of the main 
housing. Signal interconnec
tions between packages are 
made by miniature banana 
patchcords at the back of 
the unit and may be easily 
changed to achieve various 
functional configurations of 
the Magnetics Tester. 

TWO BASIC TESTER TYPES -

NEGATIVE DRIVER AND 
POSITIVE DRIVER 

O have high output im• 
0 pedance for generat· 

0
o ing current pulses 

whose amplitude is 
continuously variable from 
60 ma to 1200 ma. Rise and 
fall time linear 10% to 90% 
is continuously variable from 
.050 µsec. to 2 µsec. Drivers 
may be operated from two 
separate signals and may be 
bussed together to feed a 
common load. 

CURRENT CALIBRATOR for 
precise measure• 
ments of driver am
plitude also sets ac
curate driver output 
to a prescribed value. 

A linear potentiometer allows 
direct dial readings in ma 
and mv. Visual comparison of 
monitored waveform to cali• 
brated amplitude can be 
made on an oscilloscope. 
Currents up to 2.0 amperes 
can be measured. 

p • 11 .. 

UNIVIBRATOR package con• 
tains two univibrator 
circuits. Each circuit 
is variable over one 
or more decades. 
Other models with 

0 
0 

timing variations up to four 
decades (0.1 to 1000 µsec.) 
are available. An oscilloscope 
can be synchronized to the 
end of each delay period (be• 
ginning of each drive pulse). 

POWER SUPPLY,a bolted 
in unit, w,11 operate two 
negative and two posi• 
tive drivers, four un1v1-

PROGRAM GENERATOR has 
an oscillator with continuous
ly variable frequencies from 1 
kc/ sec to 1 mc/sec.8-phased 
signals trigger univibrators to 

operate drivers. Four driver channels may 
be switched in the eight time slots. Toggle 
switches place each driver in any, all, or none 
of the time slots. 

brators, a current cal1• 
brator and a program generator. The ac line 
voltage requirements are 115 v % 10%, 48 to 
63 cps, single phase. Stop and start switches 
are used in self-programming mode. 

SELF-PROGRAMMING AND PROGRAM-GENERATED - ARE DESCRIBED ON THE REVERSE OF THIS PAGE 

,..,ur1n1:0 ,,., u . ■.A 
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MODEL 102 SEMI-VARIABLE PROGRAM MAGNETICS TESTER 

SELF-PROGRAMMING TESTER-MODEL 102 
The least expensive and simplest model Magnetics Tester 
does not include the program generator module. However, 
interconnections can be made to allow self-generation of a 
pulse program. Program changes are accomplished by 
changing univibrator interconnections by means of miniature 
banana patchcord leads located at the rear of the unit. In 
general, a univibrator package 1s required for each negat,ve 
or positive driver and an additional univibrator package is 
required for each group of repetitive pulses. 

~ 
:-

BLOCK DIAGRAM MODEL 102 MAGNETICS TESTER 

ADAPTATION OF MODEL 102 FOR WORD SELECT PROGRAM. 

0 0 0 0 
01° ~ 0 0 

0 0 
0 0 

j-<> t) 

MODEL 150 VARIABLE PROGRAM MAGNETICS TESTER 

PROGRAM-GENERATED TESTER-MODEL 150 
This is the most flexible form of Magnetics Tester, in that it 
allows a virtually infinite variety of pulse programs to be 
initiated from switches on the front panel of the unit A pro• 
gram generator package is used to control selection of pro
grams. Where maximum efficiency is desired and or a variety 
of tests and evaluations are to be performed, the Model 150 
is particularly useful. 

. . . _., 
0 C 

BLOCK DIAGRAM MODEL 150 MAGNETICS TESTER 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR ALL DRIVERS 

Relay Rack Mounting or Bench Use 
He,1ht: 10½• Depth: 10-
Wodth: 19" Weight: 35 lbs. 

Housing contains space for 16 modul ar un,ts. 
Modular unit width: 21.• 
Modular unit height: 5~, -

Modular Plug.,n Units: 
Negative Driver 1 unit wide 
Positive Drover I unit wide 
Univibrator 1 un,t wade 
Current Calibrator/ Chopper 1 unit w,de 
Program Generator 3 units wade 

(used only In Variable Program model) 
Power Supply (bolted in) 4 units wide 

Current Ampl itudes: Continuously variable from 60 ma to 1200 ma. 

Current R,se Time: .050 µ.s to 2 µ.s continuously variable. -linear 10% to 90% . 

Current Fall Tome: Same as rose t,me. 

Pulse Width: Continuously variable 0.1 µs to 10 µs, 
Maximum Average Current per drover: 250 ma. 

Output Impedance ,s no less than 1000 ohms. 

Maximum voltage drop across the load. 20 volts in either direction 
before ser.ous cav,tahon of wave form appears. 

Droop or rose in current amplitude during pulse is not more than 1 %. 
Pos,t,ve Dm,er overshoot is less than 5 % and occurs only for rise times faster than 0.1 µs, 
Negative Driver overshoot is less than 1 % and occurs only for rose t imes faster than 0.1 µ.s, 
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MAGNETICS TESTER 
ABBREVIATED SPECIFICATIONS 

2 Models: Model 102 Semi-Variable Program Magnetics Tester 

Model 105 Variable Program Magnetics Tester 

Physical Characteristics 

Relay Rack Mounting or Bench Use 

Height: 10½" 

Width: 1911 

Depth: 10" 

Weight: 30 lbs. 

Housing contains space for 16 modular units. 

Modular unit width: 2¼" 

Modular unit height: 5¼" 

Modular Plug-In Units: 

Negative driver 

Positive Driver 

Univibrator 

Current Calibrator/ Chopper 

Program Generator 

Power Supply 

Electrical Characteristics for all Drivers 

1 unit wide 

1 unit wide 

1 unit wide 

1 unit wide 

3 units wide (used only in Variable Program model) 

4 units wide (bolted in) 

Current Amplitudes: Continuously variable from 60 ma to 1200 ma. 

Current Rise Time: .050 µ.s to 2 µ.s continuously variable. 
- linear 10% to 90%. 

Current Fall Time: Same as rise time. 

Pulse Width: Continuously variable 0.1 1,s to 10 µ.s. 

Maximum Average Current per Driver: 250 ma. 

Output impedance is no less than 1000 ohms. 

Maximum voltage drop across the load, 20 volts in either direction before 
serious cavitation of wave form appears. 

Droop or rise in current amplitude during pulse is not more than 1 % . 
Overshoot is less than 5 % and occurs only for rise times faster than 0.1 µs. 
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Model 102 Semi-Variable Program Magnetics Tester 
(Program may be changed by reconnecting banana 

plugs in rear of the unit.) 

Pnce - Approximately $4000.00 

Model 105 Variable Program Magnetics Tester 
(Program is controlled by switch panel on front 

of the unit.) 

Price - Approximately $6000.00 
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MAGNETI CS TESTER 

Model 100 Ser ies 

Spec i ficat i on No. 1001 

The 100 Series Magnetics Tester is a series of economical, compact, 
and high performance programmed current pulse generators specifi
cally designed for testing and evaluation of magnetic cores and 
magnetic circuits. The units possess a high degree of stability 
with a high output impedance of the constant current drivers. It 
has been designed for the magnetics engineer by an engineering group 
thoroughly familiar with magnetic core technology and the latest ad
vances in silicon transistor circuitry. 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

- The complete Magnetics Tester system is housed in a compact cabinet 
which may be relay rack mounted or placed on a bench. The unit is 
19" wide, 10-1/ 2" high, 10" deep over- all; and weighs approximately 
35 pounds. The housing contains space for 16 modular units: a 
modular unit is 2-1/8" wide and 5 - 1/4" high. 

The following plug- in packages each occupy a modular unit: 
Negative Driver, Positive Driver, Univibrator, Current Calibrator. 
The program generator is 3 units wide and the power supply is 4 
units wide. All packages are plugged into the main housing except 
for the power supply, which is a bolted- in unit . The power connec
tions are made automatically as the packages are plugged in. These 
packages are rigidly retained by means of screws to the front sur
face of the main housing. The signal interconnections between the 
packages are made by means of miniature banana patchcords in the 
back of the unit and may be easily changed to achieve various func
tional configurations of the Magnetics Tester . 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

The various tester models available are fabricated using modules 
which will be described in the following pages. The Magnetics 
Tester, Model 102, is the simplest and least expensive tester model. 
It cons i sts of the housing, either rack-mounted or bench type, and 
the modules listed below: 



Specification No . 1001 

1 module ( a) Power Supply, PS3600 

1 module (b) Current Calibrator, CC2000 

3 modules (c) Uni vibrator, UVL221 

1 module ( d) Uni vibrator, UVL223 

2 modules (e) Positive Driver, PD1200 

1 module (f) Negative Driver, ND1200 

The modules are mounted in the housing as shown by illustration 
Figure 1. The housing shown in Figure 1 is the housing for rack 
mounting. The bench type housing has hand grips on the side and 
rubber feet to support the unit. 

The actual operation of the unit is best described by Figure 2, 
which shows a logic diagram of the Model 102 Magnetics Tester and 
a resultant pulse sequence. 

2. 

~-----,,-----,,-UNIVIBRATORS UVL 221 

UNIVIBRATOR UVL223 POWER SUPPLY PS 3600 

.,.., 

~ 

0 ~ MAONe:t Gf TUTCR .. 

CURRENT CALIBRATOR CC 2000 

NEGATIVE DRIVER ND 1200 

Fig. 1 Model 102 Semi-Variable Program Magnetics Tester. 
(Program may be changed by reconnecting banana 
plugs in rear of the unit.) 

-

electronic memories inc. 
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PROGRAI! 

UNOISTUA8ED VOLTAG€ FOR "ONE" REAO OUT ( uv,) 

READ 
uv, 

OELAY 

OELAY 

PULSE 
WIDTH 

PULSE 
WIOTH 

FIG 2 BLOCK DIAGRAI! MOOEL 102 MAGNETICS TESTER 

+I 

- I 

• .L 
2 

CURRENT 

CALIBRATOR 

SCOPE 

The Model 150 Magnetics Tester is the most versatile of the avail
able models. It consists of the housingJ either rack mounted or 
bench typeJ and the modules listed below: 

1 module ( a) Power SupplyJ PS3600 
1 module (b) Current Calibrator) CC2000 
4 modules (c) UnivibratorJ UV2121 
2 modules ( d) Positive Drivers, PD1200 

2 modules (e) Negative Drivers, ND1200 
1 module (f) Program Generator, PG8410 

The Model 150 is s hown in Figure 3 and the modules are 
mounted in the unit as described in Figure 3. 

The Model 150 logic diagram is shown in Figure 4. A pulse pro
gram is not shown for this model since a wide variety of possi-
bilities exists . 

electronic memories inc. 
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osc 

EXT CU)CK EXT 

4. 

Fig. 3 

REPEAT 
SELECTOR 

POWER SUPPLY PS 3600 

PROGRAM GENERATOR PG 8410 

CURRENT CALIBRATOR CC 2000 

Model 150 Variable Program Magnetics Tester. 
(Program is controlled by switch panel on 
front of the unit.) 

ANO GATES 

TIME SLOTS 
2 3 4 5 6 8 

0 A ----•------------ 0 

o e --- -------------- o 
TOGGLE SWITCH 

ORMRS ARRAY·BX6 

0 C -----------------0 

0 0 --------------- 0 

0 - -- REPEAT SELECTION--- 0 

0 --- SYNC ~LECTION---- 0 f------ SYNC E 

F1G 4 BLOCK DIAGRAM MODEL l50 MAGNETICS TESTER 

-! 

-t 
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Specification No. 1001 

ELECTRICAL INFORMATION 

Negative Driver, ND1200 

T~e negative_driver is a stable constant-current driver with 
high output impedance for generating negative current pulses 
fro~ 60 ma to 1200 ma. The current amplitude is continuously 
variable over this range. The fastest rise time obtainable 
i~ .050 micorsecond and is continuously variable up to 2 
microseconds. The rise time is linear f 1·om 10% to 90% of t!1e 
current pulse, and the fall time is similar to the rise time 
at each setting of the rise time control. The current ampli
tude and rise time are stable over long periods of operation 
and do not change due to interactions of controls if either 
one of the foregoing, the pulse width, or the repetition rate: 
is changed. 

The maximum allowable average current which may be drawn from 
the driver is 250 ma. That is, if the amplitude control is 
set for 1000 ma, the maximum allowable duty cycle is 25%. The 
output impedance is no less than 1000 ohms. The voltage drop 
across the load may be as much as 20 volts before any serious 
cavitation of the current waveform occurs. When the driver is 
not operating the output terminal may be driven 20 volts in 
either direction. This is likely to happen when several nega
tive and positive drivers are connected together to feed a 
common load. The delay times through two negative drivers are 
sufficiently similar so that two drivers may be operated in 
parallel for current pulses up to 2.4 amperes. 

The droop or rise in the current waveform during the pulse is 
not more than 1% of the total current amplitudes. The over
shoot is not more than 1% and occurs only for rise times faster 
than .10 microsecond. The driver has a two-term "OR" input 
so that it may be operated from two different input signal 
sources. The output from the driver is available from a pair 
of terminals on the front panel of the driver package. These 
terminals are so arranged that they may be easily bussed to
gether when several drivers are used to feed a common load. 

Positive Driver, PD1200 

Similar in all respects to the negative driver except that the 
overshoot is not more than 5% and occurs for rise times faster 
than .100 microseconds. The positive driver is usually damped 
with a 100 ohm resistor across the output to achieve a clean 
current waveform when the voltage excursion across the load 
is small and the low output impedance can be tolerated. This 
damping resistor may be removed for a high output impedance 
of no less than 1000 ohms when operating into a highly vari
able dynamic load. At the present state of silicon trans-

electronic memories Inc. 
5. 
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istor development, the PNP silicon transistors used in the 
positive driver are not as good as the NPN transistors of 
the negative drivers. Therefore, at least for the near 
future, it is recommended that the better negative driver 
be used for reading the core where it is more important to 
maintain the pulse current waveform and the positive driver 
to write into the core. 

Current Calibrator, CC2000 

The current calibrator is used for precise measurements of 
the current amplitude from each driver or for accurately 
setting the current output from a driver to a prescribed 
value. A 1 ohm precision non-inductive resistor is insert
ed in the ground return of the current drivers and the cur
rent waveform is monitored as a voltage waveform across the 
resistor . A precise 1 volt source is generated within the 
current calibrator package and applied to a highly linear 
10 turn Helipot so that the output voltage from the Helipot 
can be read directly on its calibrated dial in millivolts or 
milliamperes. A mechanical chopper is used to alternately 
present the monitored current waveform and the accurately 
known output of the Helipot to an oscilloscope in which their 
amplitudes may be precisely observed by comparison. The same 
current calibrator may also be used to accurately measure the 
output of a core in millivolts. The accuracy of the current 
calibrator is within± 0.5% of the full scale reading. Two 
ranges are provided: Xl and X2. In the normal range, 
Xl, the calibrated dial of the 10 turn potentiometer is read 
directly in millivolts or milliamperes, and the full scale 
value i~ 1000. The dial readings are multiplied by 2 in the 
X2 range which permits accurate measurements of currents up 
to 2.000 amperes. A polarity reversing switch is provided 
on the front panel so that either positive or negative going 
signals can be calibrated. A- c power to the mechanical chop
per is provided through an on-off switch. 

Univibrator, UVL221, UV2121, UV2323,UVL223 

Each univibrator package contains two univibrator circuits for 
gene~ating a ~elay and a pulse width. Usually a univibrator pack
age is ~sect with each driver so that the time positioning and 
pulse w~d~h of each current pulse is independently variable. 
Eac~ univibrator circuit is variable in timing by means of a pot
entiometer over o~e of the following decade ranges: 0.l to 1 micro
second~ 1 to 10 microseconds, 10 to 100 microseconds, or 100 to 
1000 microseconds. If more than one decade of timing control is re-

6. 
electronic memories inc. 
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quired, a dual concentric rotary switch is used to select the 
necessary timing capacitors in the univibrator circuit. Al
though a univibrator with all four decade ranges would ful
fill all requirements of the Magnetics Tester system, the phil
osophy carried through here is to use the simplest combinations 
which would adequately do the job. This leads to simpler and 
more error-free operation. 

The input circuit to the delay univibrator contains a suffi
cient amount of logical gating circuits to allow the Magnetics 
Tester system to be self-programming without an actual program 
generator. A pair of terminals is provided on the front panel 
of each univibrator package for synchronizing an oscilloscope 
at the end of each delay period which corresponds in time to 
the beginning of each drive pulse. Several of these synchron
izing signals may be "OR"ed together by simply bussing them 
together when it is desired to trigger the oscilloscope from 
more than one drive pulse. 

Self-Programming 

The Magnetics Tester system in its simplest and least expen
sive form can be so interconnected to generate its own pulse 
program without an actual program generator. The various 
univibrators used to obtain the pulse widths and time delays 
are connected in a closed loop ring in order to produce and 
sustain the pulse program. Various repetitive pulses such 
as half-read and half-write pulses are generated by means of 
a univibrator feedback loop within a larger loop. These self
programmed Tester systems are semi-fixed program units in that 
the program may be changed by changing the interconnections 
of the univibrators. This is easily and quickly accomplished 
by means of miniature banana patchcord leads. 

Some programs, such as those used for measuring uV1 and dV 
may be generated from very similar logical interconnection~ 
so that a simple switching arrangement may be devised to change 
the program more rapidly. In general, a univibrator package 
is required for each negative or positive driver and an addi
tional univibrator package is needed for each group of repeti
tive pulses. 

Program Generator, PG8410 

The Magnetics Tester in its most flexible form employs a pro
gram generator to provide a virtually infinite variety of 
pulse programs which may be selected by means of switches on 
the front panel. The program generator has an oscillator 
whose frequency is continuously variable from 1 kilocycle to 
1 megacycle per second. It may also be operated from an ex
ternal pulse source in order that the Tester may be synchron
ized with some other piece of core test equipment or storage 
system. 

electronic memories inc. 7. 
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8 . 

A Counter is used to generate an 8- phased signal source for 
triggering the univibrators which in turn operate the drivers. 
As many as 4 separate driver channels may be switched in the 
8 time s l ots . Each driver may be driven in any, all, or none 
of the time slots as desired. Four rows of 8 toggle switches 
are empl oyed for this purpose. The counting action may be inter
rupted at any of the 8 phases resulting in a repetitive train of 
pulses being emitted from the selected time slot(s). A row of 8 
toggle switches al l ows the generation of the repetitive pulse train 
in any of the 8 phases . 

The time duration during which this repetitive action occurs is 
variable by means of a front panel control from 10 microseconds 
to 10 milliseconds. The number of these repetitive pulses is 
therefore dependent upon the setting of the repeat duration con
trol and the oscillator frequency. A pair of terminals is pro
vided on the front panel of the program generator f o r synchroniz
i ng an oscilloscope at the beginning of each selec ted time slot. 
This selection is accomplished by means of another row of 8 t o ggle 
switches. 

Power Supply, PS3600 

The power supply provides sufficient power for operating two nega
tive drivers, two positive drivers, and any necessary number of 
univibrators, a current cal i brator, and a program generator. Four 
drivers of the same polarity may be powered from a single power 
supply if the average pulse current per driver is limited to 125 
ma. 

Incorporated into the power supply are two push- button switches 
for starting and stopping the univibrator ring in the self pro
gramming mode. An indicator light is provided which glows when 
the univibrator ring is oscillating. The other controls are the 
power control switch, the ac line fuse, and the pilot light. 

The Magnetics Tester operates from a 115 volt, single phase, AC 
power connection and requi r es approximately 1 ampere of current. 

Tandem Operation 

A Magnetics Tester with up to 8 drivers is available by coupling 
two units t ogether. The compact size , the low cost, and the 
extreme flex i b i lity of the unit make this arrangement feasible. 
Such an arrangement is availabl e for both the self- programmed 
and forced programmed types . 

electronic memories inc. 
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Thank you for your recent inquiry. We are pleased to 
enclose literature on the Magnetic Core Tester. 

The long history of our personnel in the field of magnetic 
cores and memories has given us the experience and know-how 
to provide a quality product to you. 

This series of Magnetic Core Testers will enable Electronic 
Memories, Inc. to provide the industry with a complete line 
of memory products -- from ferrite cores, arrays and stacks 
to complete memories and testers. 

Prices on the Testers are as follows: 

Model 102 
Rack Mounted: 
Bench Type: 

Model 150 
Rack Mounted: 
Bench Type: 

Prices of other models on request. 

$4,500 
$4,650 

$5,950 
$6,100 

Delivery can be made approximately 30 days from order . 

Please let us know how we may be of service to you, by 
contacting us or our representative nearest you. 

JO:yh 
Enclosures 

Sincerely, 

;JJ,tf' 
ck Og'g' 
oduct Manager 
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Want to use the same drive c1rcu1try for a non-destruc

tive, coincident current core memory or for a "scratch 

pad" memory7 Need a two hole core that can be easily 

oriented for automatic stringing and testing? Looking 

for a multi-aperture core with Read hole physical and 

electrical characteristics that match a 50mrl toroid? 

Better ask Electronic Memories about their 101-

1002 transfluxor core. 

The first customer to see this core said it looked 

like a "sh moo." The name stuck So next time you hear 

a memory man say "sh moo," you'll know he's talking 

about a multi-aperture core especially designed for a 

non-destruct, coincident current memory application. 

The "shmoo" Is no scientific oddity. It's available, 

now, individually, in arrays and stacks, or in complete

ly assembled memories. May we send you more com

plete information? 

electronic memories inc, 
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MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

!---050· 

.100·· 

----- .070' -------..! 
THICKNESS: .015·• I 

-r 
I 

.040"" 

I 
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TYPICAL USE IN A MEMORY SYSTEM 

X 
w 

-DIGIT 

CLEAR WRITE • I WRITE •-o·• 
I 1901 _____ _, 

8001 

td=2.0 p.s tv:= 2.0 p.s 

TYPICAL OUTPUTS WHEN DRIVEN AS ABOVE AT 2s·c 
(mv) (p.s) v<S) (mv) 

READ uv tp ts dvz 
_7_9 _ --- ---

. 37 . 59 ~ 



TYPE 
SI ZE 

(mils) 

OD/I D/Ht 

COI NCIDENT CURRENT 

31- 100 30/20/7 

31-103 30/20/7 

31-108 30/20/7 

31-101 30/20/7 

32-100 30/20/7 '~, .) .l 
8-101 50/30/15 

51-101 50/30/15 

51-106 50/30/15 

51-110 50/30/15 

51-119 50/30/15 

51-113 50/30/15 

51-111 50 /30/15 

81-101 80/50/25 

81-104 80/50/25 

WORD SELECT 

31-105 30/20/7 

51-114 50/30/15 

51-109 50/30/15 

( :-. 

1 6 3 

MEMORY CORE CHARACTERI STI CS SUMMARY 

"1300USLAW FRACKIEWICZ 
47 Colorado Street 

Boston • Mattapan 26, Mass. 

RECOMMENDED 
TYPICAL OUTPUT SIGNALS DRI VE CURRENTS@ 25°C 

Rise Pulse uV1 dVz 
Peak Swi tch 

Drive Time Wi dth Time Time 
(ma turns) ( µsec) ( µsec) (mv) (mv ) (µsec) (µsec) 

500/250 0.05 0.6 60 8 0 . 17 0 .37 

580/290 0. 1 0 .6 58 6 0. 24 0.38 

720/360 0.1 0.6 62 5 0 . 21 0.39 

4 00/20 0 0 .1 0 .6 48 6 0 . 23 0.45 

400/200 0 . 2 1.5 37 2 0 . 41 0 . 77 

540/270 0.15 1.0 70 7 0.33 0 . 68 

520/260 0 . 15 1. 0 110 15 0 . 32 0 . 65 

500/250 0 . 2 1.2 90 9 0 . 43 0 . 75 

500/250 0 . 2 2.0 68 8 0 .52 1.02 

400/200 0 . 5 3 . 0 90 5 0. 75 1. 25 

380/190 0 . 2 2 . 0 54 8 0 . 65 1.33 

350/175 0.5 3.0 59 6 0.86 1.50 

630/315 0.2 3 . 0 170 15 0 . 52 1.04 

400/200 0.5 5 . 0 55 5 1.60 3 . 00 

380/95/90 0.1 0 . 12 & 35 6 0.10 0.175 
0. 4 

450/130/120 0 . 1 0 .2 & 75 16 0 . 11 0 . 23 
0 .4 

550/160/140 0.1 0 . 2 & 120 25 0 . 15 0 . 25 
0 .4 

( over) 
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MEMORY CORE CHARACTERISTICS SUMMARY (cont . ) 

TYPE S I ZE RECOMMENDED TYPI CAL OUTPUT SIGNALS 
(mils) DRIVE CURRENTS @ 25° C 

Rise Pulse uV1 dVz 
Peak Switch 

Drive Time Width Time Time 
OD/ ID/Ht (ma turns) ( µsec) ( µsec) (mv) (mv) ( µsec) ( µsec) 

LITHI UM CORES (For Medium Temperature Range Applic ations, -55° C to +85 C) 

34-100 30/ 20/ 7 540/270 0.2 1.5 27 2 0.42 0.75 

54-100 50/ 30/ 15 820/ 410 0.2 1.5 75 9 0.43 0.8 

9 
I SODRIVE CORES (For Wide Temperature Range Applic ations, -65° C to + 125° C) 

36-101 30/ 20/9 650/ 325 0.2 1.5 36 3 . 5 0.32 0.5_ 

46 - 100 40/ 28/ 8 900/ 450 0.1 2.0 59 10 0 . 22 0 . 47 

56-102 50/ 30/ 15 1000/500 0.2 2 . 0 117 14 0.36 0.80 

SWITCH CORES 

100, 140, 180 mil sizes available. 
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MEMORY CORE CHARACTERISTICS SUMMARY 

SIZE RECOMMENDED 
TYPE (mils) DRIVE CURRENTS@ 25°C TYPICAL OUTPUT SIGNALS 

Rise Pulse Peak Switch 
Drive Time Width uV1 dVz Time Time 

OD/ID/Ht (ma turns) (gsec) ( gsec) (mv) (mv) (!!;sec) ( gsec) 
COINCIDENT CURRENT 

31-100 30/20/7 500/250 0.05 0.6 60 8 0.17 0 . 37 
31-103 30/20/7 580/290 0.1 0.6 58 6 0 . 24 0.38 
31-108 30/20/7 720/360 0.1 0.6 62 5 0 .21 0.39 
32-100 30/20/7 400/200 0.2 1. 5 37 2 0 .41 0.77 
51-101 50/30/15 520/260 0.15 1.0 110 15 0.32 0.65 
51-106 50/30/15 500/250 0.2 1.2 90 9 0.43 0.75 
51-110 50/30/15 500/250 0.2 2.0 68 8 0 .52 1.02 
51-119 50/30/15 400/200 0.5 2.0 90 5 0.75 1.25 
51-113 50/30/15 380/190 0.2 2.0 54 8 0.65 1.35 
51-111 50/30/15 3 50/175 0.5 3.0 59 6 0.86 1. 50 

-101 50/30/15 540/270 0.15 1.0 70 7 0.33 0.68 
81-101 80/50/25 630/315 0.2 2.0 170 15 0. 52 1.04 
81-104 80/50/25 400/200 0.5 5.0 55 5 1.60 3 .00 

WORD SELECT 

31-105 30/20/7 380/95/90 0.1 0 .12 & 35 6 0.10 0.175 
0.4 

51-114 50/30/15 450/130/120 0.1 0.2 & 75 16 0.11 0.23 
0 .4 

51-109 50/30/15 550/160/140 0.1 0 .2 & 120 25 0.15 0.25 
0.4 

LITHIUM CORES (For Medium Tem:12erature Range AJ2J2lications 1 
-55°C to +85°C) 

34-100 30/20/7 540/270 0.2 1. 5 27 2 0.42 0.75 
54-100 50/30/15 820/410 0.2 1. 5 75 9 0.43 0.8 

ISODRIVE ® CORES (For Wide Tem:12erature Range AJ2J2lications 1 -65°C to +125°C) 
36-101 30/20/9 700/350 0.2 1.0 44 6 0.33 0.58 

TRANSFLUXOR 

101-1002 .1/.07/.015 Read 500/250 0.2 2.0 ) 79 20 0.37 0.59 
(Shmoo) Write 380/190 0.2 2.0 ) 

Prime 350/175 0.2 2.0 ) 
Clear 800 0.2 2.0 ) 

SWITCH CORES 100, 140, 180 mil sizes available. 



MEMORY CORE CHARACTERISTICS SUMMARY 

TYPE SIZE RECOMMENDED TYPICAL OlITPUT SIGNALS (mils) DRIVE CURRENTS@ 25°C 
Rise Pulse uV1 dV Peak Switch 

Drive Time Width z Time Time 
OD/ID/Ht (ma turns (µsec) (µsec) (mv) (mv) (µsec) (µsec) 

COINCIDENT CURRENT 

31-103 30/20/7 580/290 0.1 2.0 58 6 0.24 0.38 

31-101 30/20/7 420/210 0.1 0.6 55 8 0.20 0.40 

38-101 30/20/7 470/235 0.1 0.5 30 4.5 0.22 0.43 

58-100 50/30/15 720/375 0.1 1.0 83 10. 5 0 .22 0.42 

51-101 50/30/15 520/260 0.15 1.0 110 15 0.32 0.65 

51-106 50/30/15 500/250 0.2 1.2 90 9 0.43 0.75 

1-110 50/30/15 500/250 0.2 2.0 68 8 0. 52 1.02 

51-113 50/30/15 380/190 0.2 2.0 54 8 0.65 1.35 

51-111 50/30/15 350/175 0.5 3 .0 59 6 0.86 1.50 

81-101 80/50/25 630/315 0.2 3 .0 170 15 0.52 1.04 

81-104 80/50/25 400/200 0 . 5 5.0 55 5 1.60 3.00 

WORD SELECT 

31-105 30/20/7 380/95/90 0.1 0.12 & 35 6 0.10 0.175 
0.4 

51-114 50/30/15 450/130/120 0.1 0.2 & 75 16 0.11 0.23 
0.4 

51-109 50/30/15 550/160/140 0.1 0 .2 & 120 25 0.15 0.25 
0 .4 

ISODRIVE® * 
36-100 30/20/9 600/300 0.2 1.5 35 5 0.40 0.85 

46-100 40/28/8 900/450 0 .1 2.0 59 10 0.22 0.47 

56-101 50/30/15 1000/500 0.2 2.0 102 11 0.40 0.86 

56-102 50/30/15 1000/500 0.2 2.0 117 14 0 .36 0.80 

* For Wide Temperature Range Applications (-55°C to +100°C) 
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DEFINITIONS 

Drive Current Amplitude. Value of the flat top portion of 
current used to switch core. 

Peak Amplitude Current Pulse. Overshoot value of drive current. 

Write Current Pulse which is the value of current used to switch 
the core from the ZERO to ONE state. 

Read Current Pulse which is the value of current used to switch 
the core from the ONE state to the ZERO state. 
Partial Write Current Pulse is the value of write current which 
magnetically disturbs the core in the ZERO state, but does not 
switch it to the ONE state. A core that has been subjected to 
one or more partial write pulses is defined as being in the 
disturbed ZERO state (dVz). 

Partial Read Current Pulse is the value of read current which 
magnetically disturbs the core in the ONE state but does not 
switch it to the ZERO state. A core which has been subjected 
to one or more partial read pulses is defined as being in the 
disturbed ONE state (dV1). 

(knee) The value of Ipw (direct current mmf) required to reach 
the switching threshold of the non-recoverable flux, when apply
ing an mmf in the direction to switch the remnant state. 

The disturb ratio is the knee current Ik divided by the full 
switching mmf (pulse current) used to switch the remnant state 
of the core. 

Reference Time, designated as the time when the drive current 
pulse reaches 10% of I on the rise of the read pulse. 

Rise Time of the drive current pulse from t to 90% of I. 
0 

Pulse Width, or the time the drive current pulse remains above 
the 90% level. 

Fall Time of the drive current pulse from 90% to 10% of I. 

Peaking Time. Time between t 0 and peak output voltage for a ONE. 

Switching Time. Time between t 0 and the time where the output 
voltage has decreased to 10% of its peak value for a ONE. 

Peak Output Voltage developed when a read current pulse Ir is 
applied to a core in the undisturbed ONE state. 

Peak Output Voltage developed when a read current pulse Ir is 
applied to a core in the disturbed ONE state. 

Peak Output Voltage developed when a read current pulse is 
applied to a core in the disturbed ZERO state. 



FERRITE CORE SPECIFICATION 

FAST SWITCHING 
WORD SELECT CORE 

Type 31-105 

The FAST SWITCHING WORD SELECT CORE is intended for use in ultra
high speed word select memory systems having memory cycle times 
under 1 microsecond. The FAST SWITCHING WORD SELECT CORE may be 
used in either the partial flux switching mode or in the full flux 
switching mode. 

MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS: 

Outside Diameter 
Inside Diameter 
Thickness 

0.029 ± 0.001 inch 
0.020 ± 0.001 inch 
0.0065 ± 0.0005 inch 

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR PARTIAL FLUX SWITCHING: 

GENERAL: 

Typical Operating Conditions 

Temperature: 25° C 

Drive Pulse 

Amplitude 

Pulse Width 

Pulse Rise Time 

Pulse Fall Time 

Typical Output Signals 

Temperature: 25° C 

Switching Time (ts) 

Peaking Time (t) r 
Amplitude ONE (uV1 ) 

Amplitude ZERO dV) z 

Read (I ) 
r 

380 ma 

0.12 µs 

0.1 µs 

0.1 µs 

0.175 µs 

O .097 µs 

35 mv 

6.5 mv 

Write (I ) 
w 

95 ma 

0 .4 µs 

0.1 µs 

0.1 µs 

Digit (ID) 

90 ma 

0.4 µs 

0.1 µs 

0 . 1 µs 

f Cores are delivered 100% tested to mechanical and electrical specifi
cations or to statistical quality level of AQL 0.015 or 6 . 5 as defined 
by MIL-STD-105B, Inspection Level II. Cores are electrically tested 
as defined by the Test Specifications on the next page. 
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CORE TEST SPECIFICATION 

ELECTRICAL TEST SPECIFICATIONSAAT 25° C 

t t Drive Pulse w r 
Ir 360 ± 3.6 ma 0.12 µs 0.1 
I 85 ± 0.85 ma 0.4 µs 0.1 w 
ID 100 ± 1.0 ma 0 .4 µs 0.1 

Pulse Program 

Pulse rate 200 kc 

Rta d1filll 

i------ 28 Couple, -----+1-1 
Output Test Signals: 

uv1 ----------- 24 mv min. 

dV2 ----------- 7.5 mv max . 

tp ----------- 0.1 ± .01 µsec. 

t ----------- 0.190 µs max. ::, 

DEFINITIONS: 

091-

I 
I 

I 
_J_ 

_ j Ir /-

I '• - - tf 

l ' Io 

2. 

± 1° C: 

10% to 90% 
linear 

± 0.01 µs 

± 0.01 µs 

± 0.01 µs 

dVz 

FAST SWITCHING 
WORD SFLECT CORE 

Type 31-105 

tf 

0.1 ± 0.01 µs Over-
shoot 

0.1 ± 0.01 µs nnd 
0.1 ± 0 . 01 dro op µs 1% 

-- ,v, 

, .. J 
./ • ts 

lo 
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31-105 CORE PARAMETERS VS DR I V E 
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DEFINITIONS 

Drive Current Amplitude . Value of the flat top portion of 
current used to switch core . 

- Peak Amplitude Current Pulse. Overshoot value of drive current. 

Write Current Pulse which is the value of current used to switch 
the core from the ZERO to ONE state. 

Read Current Pulse which is the value of current used to switch 
the core from the ONE state to the ZERO state. 

I • Partial Write Current Pulse is the value of write current which 
pw magnetically disturbs the core in the ZERO state, but does not 

switch it to the ONE state . A core that has been subjected to 
one or more partial write pulses is defined as being in the 

I pr 

dV z 

4. 

disturbed ZERO state (dVz) . 

Partial Read Current Pulse is the value of read current which 
magnetically disturbs the core in the ONE state but does not 
switch it to the ZERO state. A core which has been subjected 
to one or more partial read pulses is defined as being in the 
disturbed ONE state (dV1). 

(knee) The value of Ipw (direct current mmf) required to reach 
the switching threshold of the non-recoverable flux, when apply
ing an mmf in the direction to switch the remnant state . 
The disturb ratio is the knee current Ik divided by the full 
switching mmf (pulse current) used to switch the remnant state 
of the core. 

Reference Time, designated as the time when the drive current 
pulse reaches 10% of I on the rise of the read pulse . 

Rise Time of the drive current pulse from t
0 

to 90% of I. 

Pulse Width, or the time the drive current pulse remains above 
the 90% level . 

Fall Time of the drive current pulse from 90% to 10% of I. 

- Peaking Time. Time between t 0 and peak output voltage for a ONE. 

Switching Time . Time between t 0 and the time where the output 
voltage has decreased to 10% of its peak value for a ONE . 

Peak Output Voltage developed when a read current pulse I r is 
applied to a core in the undisturbed ONE state . 

Peak Output Voltage developed when a read current pulse Ir is 
applied to a core in the disturbed ONE state. 

Peak Output Voltage developed when a read current pulse i s 
applied to a core in the disturbed ZERO state. 



FERRITE CORE SPECIFICATION 

COINCIDENT CURRENT 
MEMORY CORE 

Type 34-100 

The Type 34-100 COINCIDENT CURRENT MEMORY CORE is a 30 mil, fast 
switching core intended for use without temperature com~nsation. 
The core may be o~rated over any 80 range from -40°C to +100°C . 
The switching time characteristics of the Type 34-100 allow for 
its use in memory systems dth cycle times of 4 to 5 microseconds. 

MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS: 

Outside Diameter 
Inside Diameter 
Thickness 

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS: 
Tvpical Operating Conditions 

Disturb Ratio: 

Drive Pulse (I) 

Pulse Width (tw) 

Pulse Rise Time Ctr) 

Pulse Fall Time (tf) 

0.030 ~ 0.0015 inch 
0.020 ± 0.0015 inch 
0.007 ± 0.001 inch 

25°C 

__9_:_6~ 
0.60 

540/270 600/300 

1.5 µs 1.5 µs 

0.2 µs 0.2 µs 

0.2 µs 0.2 µs 

ma turns 

Tvpical Output Signals 
25°C 

Amplitude ONE (uV1) 

Amplitude ZERO (dVz) 

Peaking Time (tp) 

s~itching Time (t5 ) 

27 mv 

2 mv 

O .42 µs 

0 . 75 µs 

40 mv 

2 mv 

O .40 µs 

0 . 75 µs 

GENERAL: 
Cores are delivered 100" tested to mechanical and electrical specifi
cations or to statistical quality level of AQL 0.015 or 6.5 as defined 
by IIIL-STD-105C, Inspection Level II . Cores arc electrically tested 
as defined by the Test Specifications on the next page . 



CORE TEST SPECIFICATI ON 

COINCIDENT CURRENT 
MEMORY CORE 

ELECTRICAL TEST SPECIFICATIONS 

Drive Pulse 

Ir 530 ± 5.3 ma 

Iw 530 ± 5.3 ma 

Ipr=Ipw 345 ± 3.45 ma 

Pulse Program 

Pulse rate 20 kc. 

tw 

3 µs 

3 µs 

3 µs 

@ 25° ± 1 ° C: 

tr 
10% to 90% 

linear 

0.2 ± .02 µs 

0.2 ± .02 µs 

0.2 ± .02 µs 

w,, 1e"1" r- 20 pulses minimum 

Type 34-100 

tf 

0.2 ± ,02 µs 

0 . 2 ± .02 µs 

0.2 ± . 02 µs 

r r r, 

Output Test Signals: 

uV1 ----------------------- 20 mv min. 

dVz ------ - - - ------------- - 5 mv max. 

tp ----------------------- 0.43 ± .04 µs 

ts --- - ----------- -------- 0.82 µs max. 

DEFINITIONS: 

2. 

Ip
I

- 0.9! 

Oil- J 
~-1, 1---lw 

Over-
shoot 
& droop 
± 1% 
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FERRITE CORE SPECIFICATION 
6J 

ISODRIVE CORE 

Type 36-101 

The ISODRIVE CORE is a fast switching, high drive core intended 
for use in severe environments. The ISODRIVE CORE has an excel
lent disturb Tatio over the temperature range of -70°C to +100 ° C. 
Current compensation of the drive system is not necessary. 

MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS: 

Outside Diameter 
Inside Diameter 
Thickness 

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS: 

.031 ± .002 inch 

.020 ± .002 inch 

.007 ± .001 inch 

Recommended Operating Conditions 

Temperature Range: -70° C to +100° C 

Drive Pulse (I) 

Pulse Width (tw) 

Pulse Rise Time (tr) 

Pulse Fall Time (tf) 

Ty;eical Out;eut Signals 

700 mA turns 

1.0 µs 

O .2 µs 

0 .2 µs 

Temperature: -70° C +25° C +100 ° C 

Amplitude ONE (uV1) 38 mv 44 mv 65 

Amplitude ZERO (dVz) 6 mv 6 mv 6 

Peaking Time (tp) 0.34 µs 0.33 µs 0.27 

Switching Time (ts) O. 59 µs 0.58 µs 0.50 

GENERAL: 

Cores are delivered 100% tested to mechanical and electrical 
specifications or to statistical quality level of AQL 0.015 or 
6.5 as defined by MIL-STD-105C, Inspection Level II. Cores are 
electrically tested as defined by the Test Specifications on the 
next page. 

mv 

mv 

µs 

µs 
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CORE TEST SPECIFICATION 

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS AT 25°C ± l°C: 

Drive Pulse tw tr 
10% to 90% 
linear 

Ir 650 ± 6.5 ma 1 µs 0.2 ± .02 µs 

Iw 650 ± 6.5 ma 1 µs 0.2 ± . 02 µs 

Ipr-Ipw 450 ± 4.5 ma 1 µs 0.2 ± .02 µs 

Pulse Program 

Pulse Rate 20 kc. 

Wrire"I" r 20 pulses minimum 

r,. 

I r 

Recd "1" 

Output Test Signals: 

uV1 ----------------------- 30 mv min. 

dVz ----------------------- 8 mv max. 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

tp ----------------------- 0.32 ± .03 µs 

t 5 ----------------------- 0.60 µs max. 

DEFINITIONS: 

I 
I 

0.11 -,.~,. -

dV z 

ISODRIVE CORE 
Type 36-101 

tf 

± .02 Over-µs shoot 
± .02 µs & Droop 

± .02 µs 1% 

I r 

Reod Ci 

-0.1uV1 -
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FERRITE CORE SPECIFICATION 

WORD SELECT CORE 

Type 51-109 

The WORD SELECT CORE is intended for use in very fast word select 
memory systems having memory cycle times up to 1 megacycle. 
The WORD SELECT CORE may be used in either the partial flux 
switching mode or in the full flux switching mode. 

MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS: 

Outside Diameter 
Inside Diameter 
Thickness 
Die Fins 

0 . 050 ± 0.002 inch 
0.030 ± 0.002 inch 
0.015 ± 0.002 inch 
0.001 max 

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR PARTIAL FLUX SWITCHING: 

GENERAL: 

Typical Operating Conditions 

Temperature: 25° C 

Drive Pulse 

Amplitude 

Pulse Width (t) 
w 

Pulse Rise Time (tr) 
Pulse Fall Time (tf) 

Typical Output Signals 

Temperature: 25° C 

Switching Time (t) 
s 

Peaking Time (t) 
p 

Amplitude ONE (uV1 ) 

Amplitude ZERO (dV) 
z 

Read ( I ) 
r 

550 ma 

0 . 2 µs 

0 . 1 µs 

0.1 µs 

0.25 µs 

0 .145 µs 

120 mv 

25 mv 

Write ( I ) 
w 

160 ma 

0.4 µs 

0.1 µs 

0.1 µs 

Digit 

140 

0 .4 

0.1 

0.1 

(ID) 

ma 

µs 

µs 

µs 

Cores are delivered 100% tested to mechanical and electrical specifi
cations or to statistical quality level of AQL 0.015 or 6 . 5 as defined 
by MIL-STD-105B, Inspection Level II. Cores are electrically tested 
as defined by the Test Specifications on the next page. 
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CORE TEST SPECIFI CATION 

ELECTRICAL TEST SPECIFICATIONS AT 25°C ± 1°C: 

tw tr 
10% to 90% 

Drive Pulse linear 
I r 500 ± 5 ma 0.2 µs 0.1 ± .005 µs 
I 
w 

135 ± 1.4 ma 0.4 µs 0.15 ± .015 µs 

I D 150 ± 1.5 ma 0.4 µs 0.15 ± . 015 µs 

Pulse Program 

Pulse rate 200 kc 

Iw +lo Iw+ lo 
I 
I lo lo 

WORD SELECT CORE 

Type 51-109 

tf 

0.15 ± .0075 µs 

0.15 ± . 015 µs 

0.15 ± .015 µs 

I, 
---ur-, -----~ 

I, J lr 

I 
I 

Read 11v1 J Read dVz 

.,__ ____ 28 Couples -----

Output Test Signals 

85 mv min. 

27 mv max. 

0.145 ± 0.005 µs 

0.25 µs max. 

DEFINITIONS: 

2. 

Ip
I-

-0.91 0 91 -

0.11 - •• _1 •.•-l· 
t 0 

dV z 

lo 

Over-
shoot 
and 
droop 
± 3% 
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51-109 CORE PARAMETERS vs DRIVE 
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4. 

DEFINITIONS 

Drive Current Amplitude. Value of the flat top portion of 
current used to switch core. 

= Peak Amplitude Current Pulse. Overshoot value of drive current. 

Write Current Pulse which is the value of current used to switch 
the core from the ZERO to ONE state. 

Read Current Pulse which is the value of current used to switch 
the core from the ONE state to the ZERO state. 

Partial Write Current Pulse is the value of write current which 
magnetically disturbs the core in the ZERO state, but does not 
switch it to the ONE state. A core that has been subjected to 
one or more partial write pulses is defined as being in the 
disturbed ZERO state (dVz). 

= Partial Read Current Pulse is the value of read current which 
magnetically disturbs the core in the ONE state but does not 
switch it to the ZERO state. A core which has been subjected 
to one or more partial read pulses is defined as being in the 
disturbed ONE state (dV1). 

(knee) The value of Ipw (direct current mmf) required to reach 
the switching threshold of the non-recoverable flux, when apply
ing an mmf in the direction to switch the remnant state. 

The disturb ratio is the knee current Ik divided by the full 
switching mmf (pulse current) used to switch the remnant state 
of the core. 

Reference Time, designated as the time when the drive current 
pulse reaches 10% of I on the rise of the read pulse. 

Rise Time of the drive current pulse from t
0 

to 90% of I. 

Pulse Width, or the time the drive current pulse remains above 
the 90% level. 

Fall Time of the drive current pulse from 90% to 10% of I. 

Peaking Time . Time between t 0 and peak output voltage for a ONE. 

Switching Time. Time between t 0 and the time where the output 
voltage has decreased to 10% of its peak value for a ONE . 

Peak Output Voltage developed when a read current pulse Ir is 
applied to a core in the undisturbed ONE state. 

Peak Output Voltage developed when a read current pulse Ir is 
applied to a core in the disturb~d ONE state. 

Peak Output Voltage developed when a read current pulse is 
applied to a core in the disturbed ZERO state. 
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FERRITE CORE SPECIFICATION 

LOW DRIVE 
COINCIDENT CURRENT CORE 

Type 51-111 

The Type 51-111 LOW DRIVE COINCIDENT CURRENT CORE is for use in 
memories of the medium speed class of 6 to 8 microseconds cycle . 

MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS: 

Outside Diameter 
Inside Diameter 
Thickness 

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS: 

0.050 ± 0.002 inch 
0.030 ± 0.002 inch 
0.015 ± 0.002 inch 

Typical Operating Conditions 

Temperature: 25°C 

GENERAL: 

Drive Pulse 

Pulse Width (t ) w 
Pulse Rise Time (tr) 

Pulse Fall Time (tf) 

Typical Output Signals 

Temperature: 25°C 

Switching Time (ts) 

Peaking Time (tp) 

Amplitude ONE (uV
1

) 

Amplitude ZERO (dV) z 

350 / 175 ma turns 

3 µs 

0.5 ± 0.05 µs linear 

0.5 µs 

1.5 µs 

0. 86 µs 

55 mv 

5.5 mv 

Cores are delivered 100% tested to mechanical and electrical specifi
cations or to statistical quality level of AQL 0.015 or 6.5 as defined 
by MIL-STD-105B, Inspection Level II. Cores are electrically tested 
as defined by the Test Specifications on the next page. 
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CORE TEST SPECIFICATION 

ELECTRICAL TEST SPECIFICATIONS AT 25° C ± l ° C: 

Drive Pulse 

I r 315 ± 3.15 

I w 315 ± 3.15 

I pr =I pw 192 ± 1.92 

Pulse Program 

Pulse rate 20 kc 

Write '1" 

rw 

Ir 

Read "1" 

Output Test Signals: 

t w 

ma 3 µs 

ma 3 µs 

ma 3 µs 

uV
1 

dV z 

37 mv min. 

7.5 mv max. 

t 10% to 90% 
r linear 

0.5 ±0.05 µs 

0.5 ±0.05 µs 

0.5 ±0.05 µs 

p u I se s minimum 

0.90 ± 0.05 µs e c 

1.65 µsec max. 

DEFINITIONS: 

_l dVz 

0.1 I 

l· Ir lw r 
2. 

ID to 

LOW DRIVE 
COINCIDENT CURRENT CORE 

Type 51-111 

tf 

0.5 ±0.05 µs Over-
shoot 0.5 ±0.05 µs and 

0.5 ±0 .05 µs droop 
1% 

I r 

-0.1uV 1 -

Ip 

ts 
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51-111 CORE PARAMETERS VS DRIVE 
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4. 

DEFINITIONS 

Drive Current Amplitude. Value of the flat top portion of 
current used to switch core. 

Peak Amplitude Current Pulse. Overshoot value of drive current. 

Write Current Pulse which is the value of current used to switch 
the core from the ZERO to ONE state. 

Read Current Pulse which is the value of current used to switch 
the core from the ONE state to the ZERO state. 

Partial Write Current Pulse is the value of write current which 
magnetically disturbs the core in the ZERO state, but does not 
switch it to the ONE state. A core that has been subjected to 
one or more partial write pulses is defined as being in the 
disturbed ZERO state (dVz). 

= Partial Read Current Pulse is the value of read current which 
magnetically disturbs the core in the ONE state but does not 
switch it to the ZERO state. A core which has been subjected 
to one or more partial read pulses is defined as being in the 
disturbed ONE state (dV

1
). 

= (knee) The value of Ipw (direct current mmf) required to reach 
the switching threshold of the non-recoverable flux, when apply
ing an mmf in the direction to switch the remnant state. 

The disturb ratio is the knee current Ik divided by the full 
switching mmf (pulse current) used to switch the remnant state 
of the core . 

= Reference Time, designated as the time when the drive current 
pulse reaches 10% of I on the rise of the read pulse. 

Rise Time of the drive current pulse from t to 90% of I. 
0 

Pulse Width, or the time the drive current pulse remains above 
the 90% level . 

Fall Time of the drive current pulse from 90% to 10% of I . 

= Peaking Time . Time between t 0 and peak output voltage for a ONE. 

Switching Time. Time between t 0 and the time where the output 
voltage has decreased to 10% of its peak value for a ONE . 

- Peak Output Voltage developed when a read current pulse Ir is 
applied to a core in the undisturbed ONE state. 

Peak Output Voltage developed when a read current pulse Ir is 
applied to a core in the disturbed ONE state. 

Peak Output Voltage developed when a read current pulse is 
applied to a core in the disturbed ZERO state. 
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FERRITE CORE SPECIFICATION 
6J 

COINCIDENT CURRENT 
MEMORY CORE 

Type 54-100 

The Type 54-100 COINCIDENT CURRENT MEMORY CORE is a 50 mil, fast 
switching, high drive, high output core intended for use without 
temperature compensation . The core may be operated over any so· 
range from -40"C to +lOO"c. The switching time characteristics 
of the Type 54-100 allow for its use in memory systems with C}cle times of 4 to 5 microseconds. 

MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS: 

Outside Diameter 
0 .050 ± 0.002 inch Inside Diameter 
0.030 ± 0.002 inch Thickness 
0.015 ± 0.002 inch 

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS: 

TrEical OEerating Conditions @ 25°C 
Disturb Ratio: 

0.65 0.60 Drive Pulse (I) 
820/ 410 900/450 ma turns 

Pulse Width Ctw) 
1.5 µs 1.5 µs Pulse Rise Time Ctr) 0 . 2 µs 0.2 µs Pulse Fall Time (tf) 0.2 µs 0.2 µs 

Treical OutEut Signals 
@ 25 ° c 

Amplitude ONE (uV1) 
75 mv 110 mv Amplitude ZERO (dVz) 
9 mv 9 mv Peaking Time (tp) 

0.43 µs 0.4 µs Switching Time (ts) 
0.8 µs 0,76 µs 

GENERAL: 

Cores are delivered 100% tested to mechanical and electrical specifi
cations or to statistical quality level of AQL 0,015 or 6 . 5 as defined 
by MIL-STD-105C, I nspection Level II. Cores are electrically tested 
as defined by the test specifications on the next page . 



CORE TEST SPECIFICATION 

ELECTRICAL TEST SPECIFICATIONS @ 25°± 1°C: 

tw tr 
10% to 90% 

Drive Pulse linear 

Ir 900 ± 9.0 ma 2 µs 0.2 ± .02 

Iw 900 ± 9.0 ma 2 µs 0.2 ± .02 

Ipr=Ipw 540 ± 5 .4 ma 2 µs 0.2 ± .02 

Pulse Program 

Pulse rate 20 kc . 

w,,, 

.. 
I r 

r1ecd I 

Output Test Signals: 

uV1 ------------------------- 95 mv min. 

dVz ------------------------- 20 mv max. 

µs 

µs 

µs 

tp ------------------------- 0.42 ± .04 µs 

ts ------------------------- 0.9 µs max . 

DEFINITIONS: 

o, ,_ I 
_ __L 

COINCIDENT CURRENT 
MEMORY CORE 

Type 54-100 

tf 

0.2 ± .02 µs 

0.2 ± .02 µs 

0 .2 ± .02 µs 

. 
' r 

J Ir ji----1., --

1 
Io 

r----- I s ---

lo 

2 • 

Over-
shoot 
& droop 
± 1% 
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Ferrite Core Specification 

ISODRIVE CORE 

Type 56-100 

The ISODRIVE CORE is a fast switching, high drive, high output core 
intended for use in severe environments. The ISODRIVE CORE has a 
better disturb ratio over the temperature range of -55° C to +100° C 
than conventional cores have at 25°C. Current compensation of the 
drive system is not necessary. 

MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS: 

Outside Diameter 
Inside Diameter 
Thickness 
Die Fins 

0.050 ± 0.002 inch 
0.030 ± 0.002 inch 
0.015 ± 0.002 inch 
0.001 max 

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS: 

GENERAL: 

Recommended Operating Conditions 

Temperature Range -55° C to +100° C 

Drive Pulse 1000/500 ma turns 

Pulse width (tw) 

Pulse rise time (tr) 

Pulse fall time (tf) 

Typical Output Signals 

Temperature: 

Switching time (ts) 

Peaking time (tp) 

Amplitude ONE (uV1) 

Amplitude ZERO (dV) z 

2 µs 

0.2 ± 0.02 µsec linear 

0.3 µsec min 

-50° C +25° C 

0 .90 µs 0.80 µs 

0 .42 µs 0.36 µs 

85 mv 117 mv 

14 mv 14 mv 

+100° C 

0.70 µs 

0.30 µs 

175 mv 

16 mv 

Cores are delivered 100% tested to mechanical and electrical specifi
cations or to statistical quality level of AQL 0.015 or 6.5 as defined 
by MIL-STD-105B, Inspection Level II. Cores are electrically tested 
as defined by the Test Specifications on the next page. 
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ELECTRONIC MEMORI ES, INC. 
Core Test Specification 

ELECTRICAL TEST SPECIFICATIONS AT 25°C ± 2°C: 

Drive Pulse 

I r 1000 ma 

I w 1000 ma 

I pr =I pw 700 ma 

Pulse Program 

Pulse rate 20 kc 
Write

11
l

11 

±2 

±2 

±1 

r r 

Read "1" 

Output Test Signals 

uV 1 -------- 90 

dV z -------- 25 

tp -------- 0.4 

ts -------- 0.9 

DEFINITIONS: 

Oil- 1_J 
7-tr I lw 

2. 

t tr 
10% to 90% 

w linear 

ma 10 µs 0.2 ±.01 µsec 

ma 10 µs 0.2 ±.01 µsec 

ma 10 µs 0.2 ±.01 µsec 

pu I se s minimum 

mv min. 

mv max. 

µsec ± . 05 µsec 

µsec max 

It I-

ISODRIVE CORE 

Type 56-100 

tf 

0.2 ±.01 µsec 

0.2 ±.01 µsec 

0.2 ±.01 µsec 

Ir 

Read ''o' 

Over-
shoot 
and 
droop 
±1% 
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Core Test Specification 

ISODRIVE CORE 

Type 56-100 
DEFINITIONS: 

I 

I 
r 

I pw 

dV z 

4. 

Drive Current Amplitude. Value of the flat top portion of 
current used to switch core . 
Peak Amplitude Current Pulse. Overshoot value of drive current . 

Write Current Pulse which is the value of current used to switch 
the core from the ZERO to ONE state. 

Read Current Pulse which is the value of current used to switch 
the core from the ONE state to the ZERO state. 
Partial Write Current Pulse is the value of write current which 
magnetically disturbs the core in the ZERO state, but does not 
switch it to the ONE state . A core that has been subjected to 
one or more partial write pulses is defined as being in the 
disturbed ZERO state (dVz). 
Partial Read Current Pulse is the value of read current which 
magnetically disturbs the core in the ONE state but does not 
switch it to the ZERO state. A core which has been subjected 
to one or more partial read pulses is defined as being in the 
disturbed ONE state (dV1). 

(knee) The value of Ipw (direct current mmf) required to reach 
the switching threshold of the non-recoverable flux, when apply
ing an mmf in the direction to switch the remnant state. 
The disturb ratio is the knee current Ik divided by the full 
switching mmf (pulse current) used to switch the remnant state 
of the core. 

Reference Time, designated as the time when the drive current 
pulse reaches 10% of I on the rise of the read pulse. 

Rise Time of the drive current pulse from t
0 

to 90% of I. 

Pulse Width, or the time the drive current pulse remains above 
the 90% level. 

Fall Time of the drive current pulse from 90% to 10% of I. 

Peaking Time, Time between t 0 and peak output voltage for a ONE. 

Switching Time. Time between t 0 and the time where the output 
voltage has decreased to 10% of its peak value for a ONE. 

Peak Output Voltage developed when a read current pulse Ir is 
applied to a core in the undisturbed ONE state . 
Peak Output Voltage developed when a read current pulse Ir is 
applied to a core in the disturbed ONE state. 
Peak Output Voltage developed when a read current pulse is 
applied to a core in the disturbed ZERO state . 



FERRITE CORE SPECIFICATION 

LOW FLUX CORE 

Type 58-100 

The LOW FLUX CORE is a medium drive, very fast switching core 
inte nded for use in coincident current memories in the 2 to 3 
microsecond speed class. The core has excellent signal-to-noise 
prope rties when driven with a current pulse having a fast rise 
time. The LOW FLUX CORE exhibits excellent characteristics over 
a t e mperature range of -10° C to +55°C which allow for reasonable 
current compensation. 

MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS: 

Outside Diameter 
Inside Diameter 
Thickness 
Die Fins 

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS: 

0.050 ± 0.002 inch 
0.030 ± 0.002 inch 
0.015 ± 0.002 inch 
0.001 max 

Typical Operating Conditions 

Temperature 25° C 

Drive Pulse (I) 750/375 ma turns 

Pulse width (tw) 1 µs 

Pulse rise time (tr) 0.1 ± 0.01 µsec 

Pulse fall time (tf) 0.2 µs 

Typical Output Signals 

Temperature 25°C 

Switching time (ts) 0.50 µs 

Peaking time (tp) 0.22 µs 

Amplitude ONE (uV
1

) 83 mv 

Amplitude ZERO (dVz) 10.5 mv 

GENERAL: 

linear 

Cores are delivered 100% tested to mechanical and electrical specifi
cations or to statistical quality level of AQL 0.015 or 6.5 as defined 
by MIL- STD-105B, Inspection Level II. Cores are electrically tested 
as defined by the Test Specifications on the next page . 
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CORE TEST SPECIFICATION 

ELECTRICAL TEST SPECIFICATIONS AT 

Drive Pulse 

I 675 ± 6.75 r 
Iw 675 ± 6.75 

Ipr =I pw 405 ± 4.05 

Pulse Program 

Pulse rate 20 kc 

t 
w 

ma 2 µs 

ma 2 µs 

ma 2 µs 

25°C ± 2°C : 

tr 
10% to 90% 

linear 

0.1 ± .01 µsec 

0.1 ± .01 µsec 

0.1 ± .01 µsec 

Write"!" r 20 pulses minimum 

l r 

Read "1" 

Output Test Signals 
54 mv min. 
14 mv max. 

0.25 ± .02 µs 
0.56 µs max. 

DEFINITIONS: 

Ip -
I-

-0.91 

0.11 _ _J 
Ir lw-- 11 

2. 

LOW FLUX CORE 

Type 58-100 

tf 
Over-

0.1 ± . 01 µsec shoot 
and 0.1 ± . 01 µsec droop 

0.1 ± .01 µsec ±1% 

I r 

Read' 0 
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I r 

I pw 

I pr 

Ik 

Ik 

I 

t 
0 

t r 
t w 

tf 

tp 

ts 

dV z 

4. 

DEFINITIONS 

Drive Current Amplitude. Value of the flat top portion of 
current used to switch core. 

= Peak Amplitude Current Pulse. Overshoot value of drive current. 

= 

Write Current Pulse which is the value of current used to switch 
the core from the ZERO to ONE state. 

Read Current Pulse which is the value of current used to switch 
the core from the ONE state to the ZERO state. 
Partial Write Current Pulse is the value of write current which 
magnetically disturbs the core in the ZERO state, but does not 
switch it to the ONE state. A core that has been subjected to 
one or more partial write pulses is defined as being in the 
disturbed ZERO state (dVz). 

Partial Read Current Pulse is the value of read current which 
magnetically disturbs the core in the ONE state but does not 
switch it to the ZERO state. A core which has been subjected 
to one or more partial read pulses is defined as being in the 
disturbed ONE state (dV1). 

(knee) The value of Ipw (direct current mmf) required to reach 
the switching threshold of the non-recoverable flux, when apply
ing an mmf in the direction to switch the remnant state. 
The disturb ratio is the knee current Ik divided by the full 
switching mmf (pulse current) used to switch the remnant state 
of the core. 

Reference Time, designated as the time when the drive current 
pulse reaches 10% of I on the rise of the read pulse. 

Rise Time of the drive current pulse from t to 90% of I. 
0 

Pulse Width, or the time the drive current pulse remains above 
the 90% level. 

Fall Time of the drive current pulse from 90% to 10% of I. 

Peaking Time. Time between t 0 and peak output voltage for a ONE. 

Switching Time. Time between t 0 and the time where the output 
voltage has decreased to 10% of its peak value for a ONE. 

Peak Output Voltage developed when a read current pulse Ir is 
applied to a core in the undisturbed ONE state. 

Peak Output Voltage developed when a read current pulse Ir is 
applied to a core in the disturb~d ONE state. 

= Peak Output Voltage developed when a read current pulse is 
applied to a core in the disturbed ZERO state. 

) 

) 



FERRITE CORE SPECIFICATION 

SWITCH CORE 

Type 101- 101 

The Type 101-101 SWITCH CORE is a small switch core with good 
temperature characteristics designed for use in switching and 
current steering applications. 

MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS: 

Outside Diameter 
Inside Diameter 
Thickness 

0.100 ± 0.005 inch 
0.070 ± 0 . 005 inch 
0 . 035 ± 0,005 inch 

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS: 

GENERAL: 

Temperature 25°C ± 2°C 

Saturation Flux (Bs) 

Remanent Flux (Br) 

Coercive Force (H) 
C 

Curie Temperature (Tc) 

Br/Bs ratio equals 0.95 

2380 gauss 

2140 gauss 

0.58 oersted 

220°c 

Note: Bs, Br, He determined by pulse method . tr - 0.1 µs, 

tw c 10 µs. Bs is technical saturation . 

(H max = 10 He) 

Cores are delivered 100% tested to mechanical and electrical specifi
cations or to statistical quality level of AQL 0.015 or 6 . 5 as 
defined by MIL-STD-105C, Inspection Level 11. Cores are electrically 
tested as defined by the Test Specifications on the next page. 
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CORE TEST SPECIFICATION 

SWITCH CORE 
Type 101-101 

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS AT 25°C ± 2°C: 

tw tr 
10% to 90% 

tf Drive Pulse linear 
A Ireset 2.4 t .12 amps 10 µs 0.5 ± .05 µs 1.0 ± .1 µs Over-
B 1knee .250 ± .012 amps 100 µs 1.0 ± .1 µs 1.0 ± .1 µs shoot 

and C 1set .300 ± .015 amps 100 µs 1.0 ± .1 µµs 1.0 ± .1 µs droop 
D Irsad 1.0 ± .05 amps 10 µs 0.5 ± .05 µs 1.0 ± .1 µs ±2% 

Pulse Program 
Pulse rate 2 kc 

A A 
8 

C 

D D D 

Read Hmv Read Read ~It 
Knee 

Output Test Signals: Output signals are read with an integrator 
with a time constant of 12 µs ± 1% (1/ e value). 

Read Hmv ------------------- 5 mv min. 
8 mv max. 

Read Knee ------------------- 2 mv max. 

Read ~ I t ------------------- 12.7 mv ± .5 mv 

DEFINITIONS: 
B 

Conventional B· H Loop 

2 

• 1 reod 
Fl~ - Drive Teat Loop 

-
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101-101 SWITCH CORE CHARACTERISTICS 

FLUX TRANSFER AS A FUNCTION OF PULSE WIDTH SET CURRENT 

Pulse Program : Pulse rate 2 kc. 

7 ~ Ill r 7 5 IIS 

Reset 7 Read 
PulH 2 .4 amps Pulse 

~ Set PulH 
Amplitude varied - l l 
from thrHhold ...,.. •-------• 
current to -1.4 amps. L 
for each pulH width. pulse width varied 

a, shown on curves. 

r 
t 

2.4 amp, 
Repeated 

Output signals are read with an integrator with a time constant of 
12 µs ± 1% (1/e value). 

>< 
:3 

u. 

-0 

Temp. 25° c 
100 % 

75% 

0 
0 0.2 0 .4 0 .6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 

Drive Current - ampere turns 
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I knee 

I read 

H mv 

H 
C 

t r 

SWITCH CORE DEFINITIONS 

Drive Current Amplitude. Value of the flat top portion 
of current used to switch core. 

A drive current of sufficient amplitude and duration to 
switch a core to its saturated state. Value of the flux 
density at this po i nt is represented± Bs, saturation 
flux density. 

= The current required to drive the core from a remanent 
magnetic state towards the opposite saturation state, 
placing an arbitrary amount of flux (unsaturated) in 
the core. 

A current pulse df defined width having sufficient 
amplitude to cause the core to reach the switching 
threshold of the non-recoverable flux. 

A current pulse of sufficient amplitude and duration 
to saturate the switch core in the direction opposite 
the reset current. This current is applied following 
a set current, knee current, or a reset current . 

The output of the switch core measured in millivolts at 
the output of an integrator with a time constant of 12 µs 
± 1% (1/ e value) when Iread current is applied to the core 
in the direction opposite the Ireset current. This is 
defined as a stable point in the high permeability region 
of switching, and is close to the He point. 

= The coercive force is the drive of defined pulse width 
necessary to bring the flux density of the core to zero 
(i . e.) 50% of saturation flux density. 

= The flux output of the switch core measured in millivolts 
at the output of an integrator with a time constant of 
12 µs ± 1% (1/ e value) when Iread current is applied to 
a core in one saturated magnetic state driving it into 
the other saturated magnetic state . 

Reference Time, designated as the time when the drive 
current pulse reaches 10% of I on the rise . 

Rise Time of the drive current pulse from t
0 

to 90% of I . 

Pulse Width, or the time the drive current pulse remains 
above the 90% level . 

Fall Time of the drive current pulse from 90% to 10% of I. 
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APPLICATION BULLETIN 

TYPE 101-1002 
TRANSFLUXOR 

The TYPE 101-1002 TRANSFLUXOR is a non-destructive readout 
(NDRO) device with switching characteristics that permit its 
use in arrays with coincident-current selection . 

It is designed with two apertures of equal diameter, so placed 
that the cross-sectional area of ferrite material surrounding 
one aperture is approximately half that surrounding the other. 
This "shmoo"-shaped design results in improved switching prop
erties when compared to the round or rectangular transfluxor. 

Because the 101-1002 has symmetry about a single axis, it can 
be positioned easily for array assembly, by manual or mechanical means. 

MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

I 
. 100-

070' 

THICKNESS· .015" 
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TYPICAL USE IN A MEMORY SYSTEM 

THEORY OF OPERATION 

J-

1) 

CLEAR WRITE "I" WRITE "0" 

X _y 
w- w 

-DIGIT 

190 I 90 

800 

TYPICAL OUTPUTS WHEN DRIVEN AT 25" C 

(mv) (µs) 
UV tp READ _

7
_
9

_ -:n-
(mv) 

dvz 
~ 

Figure I shows the SHMOO transfluxor and input signals required 
for operation. The information state (write) of the SHMOO is 
controlled by wires through the left aperture. A positive 2 µs 
pulse of 800 mA or greater through the clear wire sets the SHMOO 
to the ZERO state . Flux through the entire device is set in the 
clockwise (in the figure) direction. Legs 2 and 3, bounding the 
right aperture, have flux in the same direction (ZERO state). 

To write a ONE, the X and Y write lines both carry a 2 µs pulse 
of 190 mA in the negative direction. To write a ZERO, the pulse 
on the clear line is repeated, followed by simultaneous 2 µs 
pulses of 190 mA in the negative direction on the X and Y write 
lines, and 190 mA in the positive direction on the inhibit wire. 

To read the SHMOO, it is first primed by a 350 mA pulse on the 
prime wire. The SHMOO is then read by simultaneous pulses of 
250 mA on the X and Y read wires. If the device contained a 
ONE, an output pulse is generated on the sense wire. If the 
device contained a ZERO, no output is generated, 

In the diagram opposite, the SHMOO is shown with 4 wires through 
each hole. In a practical memory, no more than 3 wires are re
quired through each hole, as shown above. The inhibit and clear 
currents can both go through one wire, and the prime and read 
currents can both go through the Xread and Yread• 

It is also possible to write a ONE in the SHMOO by a combination 
of prime and digit current . In this case the digit current is in 
the negative direction and is additive to the prime current rather 
than subtractive. This allows for the design of a non-destructive 
system with only 4 wires through the SHMOO: Clear/Digit, Xread, e 
Yread, and Sense. This manner of operation is used at EMI for 
electrical test of the SHMOO. 

2 • 
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TEST SPECIFICATIONS 

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS AT 

Drive Pulse tw 

1cl 700 ± 10 ma 2 µs 

1wo 240 ± 2.4 ma 5 µs 

Ipr 325 ± 3.3 ma 5 µs 

Ir 400 ± 4.0 ma 2 µs 

Pulse Program 

Pulse Rate 20 kc. 

WRITE HOLE 

READ HOLE 

Output Test Signals: 

DEFINITIONS: 

!p
r-

,-0.91 

25°C 

0 1~~-,. bJ _ '• ---l tt LO l 1 

I ~ I 

Io 

4 . 

± 1 ° C: IJ 
tr 

10% to 90% 
tf linear 

0.2 ± .02 µs 0.2 µs min. 

0.2 ± .02 µs 0.2 µs min. Over-
shoot 

0.2 ± .02 µs 0.2 µs min. & 

0.2 ± .02 µs 0.2 µs min. <i.roop 
1% 

50 mv min. 
70 mv max. 

16 mv max. 

0.42 ± .05 µs 

0.85 µs max. 

I 
Is ---- : 

ll 
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uV I vs I PRIME 

uV' vs I WRITE 

dVz vs I PRIME 

uV1 , t p , and ts 

dVz vs 1 READ 

CHARACTERISTIC CURVES 

Programs Used in Generating Characteristic Curves 

vs 

For all pulses, tw" 2.0µs, tr"0.2µs 

WRITE HOLE n I cl 
-J 7-£: 

READ HOLE 

I pr ( VARIED) 

lei 

WRITE HOLE 
~(VARIED} 

Ir 

READ HOLE 

T •pr 

1 cl 

WRITE HOLE ~ 
READ HOLE 

I pr ( VARIED) 

1ct 

I READ 

WRITE HOLE 
Iw, Ir (VARIED) 

READ HOLE 

Ipr 

lc1 

WRITE HOLE 
lr (VARIED) 

READ HOLE 

Ipr 

Ir Read dVz 

Read tp. ts 
and uv, 

Read dVz 

5. 
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TRANSFLUXOR DEFINITIONS 

I = Drive Current Amplitude . Value of the flat top portion of 
current used to switch transfluxor . 

Ip = Peak Amplitude Current Pulse . Overshoot value of drive 
current. 

= Clear current which is the value of current used to switch 
transfluxor to the ZERO state . 

= Current Pulse to write a ONE which is the value of current 
used to switch the transfluxor from the ZERO state to the 
ONE state . 

Iwo Current Pulse when writing a ZERO. This is the value of 
write current which magnetically disturbs the trans1luxor 
in the ZERO state but does not switch it to the ONE state. 

Ir = 

Ipr = 

to = 

tr = 

tw 

tf 

tp 

ts 

uV1 = 

uVz = 

dV
2 = 

Read Current Pulse which is the value of current used to 
switch the transfluxor from the ONE state to the ZERO state . 

Prime Current which is the value of current used to set 
flux round the read hole in the prime direction ready for 
the next read current . 

Reference Time, designated as the time when the drive 
current pulse reaches 10% of I on the rise of the read 
pulse . 

Rise Time of the drive current pulse from t 0 to 90% of I. 

Pulse Width, or the time the drive current pulse remains 
above the 90% level. 

Fall Time of the drive current pulse from 90% to 10% of I . 

Peaking Time. Time between t 0 and peak output voltage for 
a ONE. 

Switching Time . Time between t 0 and the time where the 
output voltage has decreased to 10% of its peak value for 
a ONE. 

Peak Output Voltage developed when a read current pulse is 
applied to a transfluxor in the undisturbed ONE state. 

Peak Output Voltage developed when a read current pulse is 
applied to a transfluxor in the undisturbed ZERO state. 

Peak Output Voltage developed when a read current pulse is 
applied to a transfluxor in the disturbed ZERO state. 



FERRITE CORE SPECIFICATION 

SWITCH CORE 

Type 141-101 

The Type 141-101 SWITCH CORE is a medium size switch core with 
good temperature characteristics designed for use in switching 
and current steering applications. 

MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS: 
Outside Diameter 
Inside Diameter 
Thickness 

0.140 ± 0.005 inch 
0.090 ± 0.005 inch 
0.090 ± 0.005 inch 

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS: 

GENERAL: 

Temperature: 25°C ± 2°C 

Saturation Flux (Bs) 

Remanent Flux (Br) 

Coercive Force (He) 

Curie Temperature (Tc) 

2380 gauss 

2140 gauss 

0.35 oersted 

220°c 

Br/Bs ratio equals 0.95 or greater. 

Note: Bs, Br, He determined by pulse method. 

tr= 0.1 µs, tw • 10 µs. Bs is technical 

saturation. <'1max is 10 He) 

Cores are delivered 100% tested to mechanical and electrical spec
ifications or to statistical quality level of AQL 0.015 or 6.5 as 
defined by MIL-STD-105C, Inspection Level II. Cores are electrically 
tested as defined by the Test Specifications on the next page. 
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CORE TEST SPECIFICATION 
SWITCH CORE 

Type 141-101 

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS AT 25°C ± 2°C: 

tw t 10% to 90% 
tf Drive Pulse r linear 

A I 
reset 

2 .4 ± .12 amps 10 µs 0.5 ± .05 µs 1.0 ± . 1 µs 
Over-

B I .240 ± .012 amps 100 1.0 ± .1 µs 1.0 ± .1 µs shoot 
knee µs 

and 

C I set .290 ± .014 amps 100 µs 1.0 ± .1 µs 1.0 ± . 1 µs droop 
± 2% 

D I read 1.25 ± .06 amps 10 µs 0.5 ± .05 µs 1.0 ± . 1 µs 

Pulse Program 

Pulse rate 2 kc 

A A 
B 

C 

D D D 

Read Hmv Read Read ~It 
Knee 

Output Test Signals: Output signals are read with an integrator 
with a time constant of 12 µs ± 1% (1/e value). 

Read H --------------mv 

Read Knee --------------
Read t.p It --------------

DEFINITIONS: B 

+ Br +Bl 

Conventional B-H Loop 

2. 

12 mv 
18 mv 

5 mv 

58 mv 

min. 
max. 

max. 

± 1.5 

• I read 

mv 

t rtHf 

• 
l knH 

-Br 

Flux - Drive Test Loop 
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141-101 SWITCH CORE CHARACTERISTICS 

FLUX TRANSFER AS A FUNCTION OF PULSE WIDTH SET CURRENT 
Pulse Program: Pulse rate 2 kc. 

7 5 IJS r 7 5 µs 

Reset 7 Read 
Pulse 2.4 amps 

Pulse 

~ Set Pulse 
Amplitude varied -j / 
from threshold i-------~---•..., 

current to -1.4 amps. L 
for each pulse width. pulse width varied 

as shown on curves. 

r 
7 

2.4 amps 
Repeated 

Out put signals are read with an integrator with a time constant of 
12 µs ± 1% (1/e value). 

100% 
Temp la 25"C 
~ 

50% 

25% 

0 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 

Dri 11e Current - ampere turns 
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I knee 

I read 

H mv 

H 
C 

SWITCH CORE DEFINITIONS 

Drive Current Amplitude. Value of the flat top portion 
of current used to switch core. 

A drive current of sufficient amplitude and duration to 
switch a core to its saturated state. Value of the flux 
density at this point is represented± Bs, saturation 
flux density. 

= The current required to drive the core from a remanent 
magnetic state towards the opposite saturation state, 
placing an arbitrary amount of flux (unsaturated) in 
the core . 

= A current pulse of defined width having sufficient 
amplitude to cause the core to reach the switching 
threshold of the non-recoverable flux. 

A current pulse of sufficient amplitude and duration 
to saturate the switch core in the direction opposite 
the reset current . This current is applied following 
a set current, knee current, or a reset current. 

= The output of the switch core measured in millivolts at 
the output of an integrator with a time constant of 12 µs 
± 1% (1/e value) when Iread current is applied to the core 
in the direction opposite the Ireset current . This is 
defined as a stable point in the high permeability region 
of switching, and is close to the He point. 

= The coercive force is the drive of defined pulse width 
necessary to bring the flux density of the core to zero. 
(i.e.) 50% of saturation flux density. 

= The flux output of the switch core measured in millivolts 
at the output of an integrator with a time constant of 

= 

12 µs ± 1% (1/e value) when Iread current is applied to 
a core in one saturated magnetic state driving it into 
the other saturated magnetic state. 

Reference Time, designated as the time when the drive 
current pulse reaches 10% of I on the rise. 

Rise Time of the drive current pulse from t
0 

to 90% of I. 

Pulse Width, or the time the drive current pulse remains 
above the 90% level. 

Fall Time of the drive c urrent pulse from 90% to 10% of I. 



FERRITE CORE SPECIFICATION 

HI-MU TRANSFORMER CORE 

Type 143-100 

The Type 143-100 HI-MU TRANSFORMER CORE is a high mu core with 
excellent temperature characteristics designed expressly for 
transformer and blocking oscillator applications. 

MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS: 

Outside Diameter 
Inside Diameter 
Thickness 

0.140 ± 0.003 inch 
0.090 ± 0.003 inch 
0.080 ± 0.003 inch 

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS: 

GENERAL: 

Temperature: 25°C ± 2 ° 

Saturation Flux (B) s 
Remanent Flux (B) r 
Coercive Force (H) 

C 

Initial Permeability (µ
0

) 

Curie Temperature 

Resistivity (Rho) 

(T) 
C 

3600 gauss 

1800 gauss 

0.7 oersted 

1700 

175°C 

1 ohm-centimeter 

Note: Bs, Br' He determined by pulse method. tr= 0.1 µs, 

tw = 10 µs. Bs is technical saturation. (H max= 10 He) 

µ
0 

essentially constant 0°C to 100°C. 

Cores are delivered 100% tested to mechanical and electrical specifi
cations or to statistical quality level of AQL 0.015 or 6.5 as 
defined by MIL-STD-105B, Inspection Level II. 
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FERRITE CORE SPECIFICATION 

SWITCH CORE 

Type 181-101 

The Type 181-101 SWITCH CORE is a large switch core with good 
temperature characteristics designed for use in switching and 
current steering applications. 

MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS: 

Outside Diameter 
Inside Diameter 
Thickness 

0.180 ± 0.005 inch 
0.090 ± 0.005 inch 
0.090 ± 0.005 inch 

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS: 

GENERAL: 

T t 25° c ± 2°c empera ure: 

Saturation Flux (Bs) 

Remanent Flux (B) r 

Coercive Force (H) 
C 

Curie Temperature (Tc) 

2380 gauss 

2140 gauss 

0.35 oersted 

220° c 

Br/Bs ratio equals 0.95 or greater. 

Note: Bs, Br, He determined by pulse method. 

tr= 0.1 µs, tw = 10 µs. Bs is technical 

saturation. (Hmax = 10 He) 

Cores are delivered 100% tested to mechanical and electrical specifi
cations or to statistical quality level of AQL 0.015 or 6.5 as 
defined by MIL-STD-105C, Inspection Level II. Cores are electrically 

( tested as defined by the Test Specifications on the next page. 
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CORE TEST SPECIFICATION SWITCH CORE 
Type 181-101 

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS AT 25°C ± 2°C: 

t tr 
10% to 90% 

tf Drive Pulse w linear 

A I 2.4 ± .12 amps 10 µs 0.5 ± .05 µs 1.0 ± .1 µs Over-reset 

.250 ± .015 100 1.0 ± .1 1.0 ± .1 shoot 
B I amps µs µs µs and knee 

C Iset .295 ± .020 100 µs 1.0 ± . 1 µs 1.0 ± . 1 µs droop 
amps ± 2% 

D I 1.2 ± .06 amps 10 µs 0.5 ± .05 µs 1.0 ± .1 µs 
read 

Pulse Program 

Pulse rate 2 kc 

A A 
8 

C 

D D 0 

Read Hmv Read Read ~It 
Knee 

Output Test Signals: Output signals are read with an integrator 
with a time constant of 12 µs ± 1% (1/e value). 

Read Hrov --------------- 40 mv min. 
50 rov max. 

Read Knee --------------- 6 mv max. 

Read cp It --------------- 97 mv ± 2 mv 

DEFINITIONS: 

-Ba 

2 

B 

Conventional 8- H Loop 

• I read 

~ 

Flux - Drive Test Loop 
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181-101 SWITCH CORE CHARACTERISTICS 

FLUX TRANSFER AS A FUNCTION OF PULSE WIDTH SET CURRENT 

Pulse Program: Pulse rate 2 kc. 

-1 Sus r 7 5 us 

Reset 7 Read 
Pulse 2.4 amps Pulse 

~ Set Pulse 
Amplitude varied -, I 
from threshold f-o. •----.----■-i 
current to -1.4 amps. L 
for each pulse width. pulse width varied 

as shawn on curves. 

r 
7 

2.4 amps 
Repeated 

Output signals are read with an integrator with a time constant of 
12 µs ± 1% (1/e value). 

't:) 75% Q) 
.c 
~ 
'i 
V) 

>< 
::, 

Li: 
~ 50% 
0 

~ 0 

25% 

0 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 

Drive Current - ampere turns 
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SWITCH CORE DEFINITIONS 

= Drive Current Amplitude. Value of the flat top portion 
of current used to switch core. 

A drive current of sufficient amplitude and duration to 
switch a core to its saturated state. Value of the flux 
density at this point is represented± Bs, saturation 
flux density. 

The current required to drive the core from a remanent 
magnetic state towards the opposite saturation state, 
placing an arbitrary amount of flux (unsaturated) in 
the core. 

= A current pulse of defined width having suffic ient 
amplitude to cause the core to reach the switc hing 
threshold of the non-recoverable flux. 

A current pulse of sufficient amplitude and duration 
to saturate the switch core in the direction opposit e 
the reset current. This current is applied following 
a set current, knee current, or a reset curre nt. 

The output of the switch core measured in millivolts at 
the output of an integrator with a time constant of 12 µs 
± 1% (1/e value) when Iread current is applied to the core 
in the direction opposite the Ireset current. This is 
defined as a stable point in the high permeability region 
of switching, and is close to the He point. 

The coercive force is the drive of defined pulse width 
necessary to bring the flux density of the core to zero. 
(i.e.) 50% of saturation flux density. 

The flux output of the switch core measured in millivolts 
at the output of an integrator with a time constant of 
12 µs ± 1% (1/e value) when Iread current is applied to 
a core in one saturated magnetic state driving it into 
the other saturated magnetic state. 

Reference Time, designated as the time when the drive 
current pulse reaches 10% of I on the rise. 

Rise Time of the drive current pulse from t
0 

to 90% of I. 

Pulse Width, or the time the drive current pulse remains 
above the 90% level. 

Fall Time of the drive current pulse from 90% to 10% of I. 

) 
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memories 

inc. 
12821 CHADRON AVENUE • HAWTHORNE. CALIFORNIA • 772-5201 

Thank you for your recent inquiry. The information you requested is enclosed. 

We look forward to the pleasure of supplying ferrite cores, arrays and stacks, or complete memory systems to you. 

Please let us know how EMI may be of further assistance to you by contacting the office nearest you. 

CALIFORNIA - HOME OFFICE 
Electronic Memories, Inc. 
Jack Ogg, Western Regional Mgr. 
12621 Chadron Avenue 
Hawthorne 

Tel: (213) 772-5201 
TWX: (213) 647-5161 

FLORIDA 
The Roy Attaway Company 
7 I I Magnolia Avenue 
Orlando 

Tel : (305> 424-9983 
TWX: (305) 275-0841 

The Roy Attaway Company 
900 Bob Wallace Avenue 
Huntsville, Alabama 

Tel: (205) 534-2811 
TWX: (205) 881-3424 

ILLINOIS 
Ropek-Cahill, Inc. 
5439 W. Division Street 
Chicago 

Tel: (312) 287-7292 
TWX: (312> 265-1260 

MASSACHUSEns 
Electronic Memories, Inc. 
Northeastern Sales Office 
Edward Farris, Jr. 
6 Haverhill Street 
Andover 

Tel: (617) 475-2101 
MINNESOTA 

Uoyd Murphy A11ociate1 
730 Chicago Avenue 
Minneapolis 

Tel: (612) 333-4511 
TWX: (612) 321-0894 

NEW JERSEY 
Electronic Memoria, Inc. 
Eastern Regional Office 
R. J. Dadamo, Eastern Regional Mgr. 
P. 0 . Box 79 
Cherry Hill 

Tel: (609) 429-0598 
TWX: (609) 429-9140 

NEW MEXICO 
Southwest Electronic Industries, Inc. 
2624 San Mateo, N. E. 
Albuquerque 

Tel: (505) 255-2278 
TWX: (505) 243-8407 

NEW YORK 
Advanced Components Corp. 
I 19 Luther Avenue 
Liverpool 

Tel: ( 31 5) 472-7886 
TWX: (315) 477-1090 

Advanced Components Corp. 
21 Cleveland Avenue 
Binghamton 

Tel: (607) 723-7650 

OHIO 
Jay Engineering Company 
1721 E. Third Street 
Dayton 

Tel: (513) CL. 3-2151 
TWX: ( 513) 944-0256 

Jay Engineering Company 
4712 W. 130th Street 
Cleveland 

Tel: (216) 252-0486 
TWX: (216) 252-7260 

WASHINCTON 
Myron R. Smith & Co., Inc. 
6361 First Avenue South 
Seattle 

Tel: (206) PA. 5-1665 

TEXAS 

Southwest Electronic Industries, Inc. 
183 Meadows Building 
Dallas 

Tel: (214) EM. 3-1671 
TWX: (214) 899-9200 



SEMS-4R CORE MEMORY SYSTEM 
Capacity : 

Speed: 
Operating Temperature Ranges: 

Size: 
Volume: 

256 to 8192 word:; 
6 to 40 bits per word 

4 µsec cycle time, 1 11sec access time 
-40°C to +as 0 c 
-20°C to +65°C 

0°C to +50°C 

17" x 17" x 7" (19'' rack mounting) 
2023 cubic Inches 

Meets MIL shock, vibration and humidity ~pecifications 

electronic memories inc. 
12621 Chadron Avenue, Hawthorne, California 9U250 

(213) 772-5201 / TWX; 213,647-5161 



THE SEMS-4R 

Volume: 

Capacity: 

$peed: 

2023 cubic inches 

8192 words of 40 bits 

Access time 1.0 11sec; 220,000 

random memory cycles per 

second; cycle time 4.0 µsec 

Environments: MIL-0·9858, MIL-E-16400E, 
MIL·E-4158B, MIL-STD-810 for GSE 

- ![IIS[AIIPlJU. 
DA!A11(t;l111Nll 
IGTPIMII 

The SEMS-4R is a low cost, rack mounted, printed 
circuit memory providing high reliability in severe 
environments. A wide range of word capacities and 
bit sizes is available. The SEMS-4R may be ob
tained in three operating temperature ranges. 4096 x 40 SEMS-4R MEMORY SYSTEM 

The memory system offers two functional options: 
sequential count and sequential interlace. Hard
ware options are rack mounting slides and pawer 
supply. The SEMS-4R is also available with a self
testing option. Special options to meet specific 
customer requirements can be arranged. 

The SEMS-4R is designed for Shipboard, mobile 
and ground-based military, industrial and commer
cial uses where speed, reliability and mobility are 
required design criteria. 
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SPECIFICATIONS 

Storage Capacity 

Operating Temperature 

Storage Temperature 

Altitude 

256, 512, 1024, 2048, 4096 or 
8192 words of 6 to 40 bits 

-40°C to +85°C 
-20°c to +s5°C 

o0 c to +so0 c 

-62°C to +100°c 

50,000 ft. 

Read/ Restore Cycle Time 4.0 µsec 

Clear / Write Cycle Time 

Access Time 

Operating Rate 

Input Signal Levels 

Output Signal Levels 

Input Currents 
A. Address 

B. Mode Control 

C. Information 

D. Initiate 

E. Edge Current 

Output Current 
Information Lines 

Input Signal 
Characteristics 

A. Address 
B. Initiate 
C. Information lines 
D. Mode Control 

Output Signal 
Characteristics 

Information 

Power Requirement 
(4096 X 40) 

Voltages Required 

Volume (8192 x 40) 

Weight (8192 x 40) 

form factor (8192 x 40) 

Applicable Mil Specs 

Vibration and Shock 

Packaging 

PRINTED IN U.S. A 

4.0 µsec 

l.O µsec 

0 to 250 KC 

Binary o - ov to 0.5V 
Binary l +4V to + 7V 

Binary 0 
Binary l 

OV to 0.25V 
+5v to +6.5V 

3 ma. max. for 1.5 µsec if 
line is in + state; Oma. if 
line is in O state 
0.4 ma. in O state 
(CLEAR/WRITE), 0 ma. when in 
+ state (READ/ RESTORE) 
O level - no current required 
+ level - less than 1.0 ma. 
O level - no current required 
+ level - less than 1.0 ma. 
In addition to the logic 
current required, approximately 
9.0 ma. of edge current must 
be supplied to charge a 
capacity of approximately 
200 µµf to effect a change 
from one logic level to another 
level within 100 nanoseconds 

O level - O current 
+ level - +5 ma. 

Rise Time 
(µsec) 

. l 

.l 

. l 
level 

.1 

55w at 4.0 µsec 
cycle time 

2023 cubic inches 

40 lbs. 

17"x17" x 7" 
(19" rack mounting) 

Width 
(µsec) 

1.5min . 
0.2 to 2.0 
l.Omin . 

level 

2.0 min. 

MIL-E•l6400E, MIL•E-41588, 
MIL-0-9858 

MIL-STD-810 for GSE 

Encapsulated magnetics for 
severe environments 
Standard commercial magnetics 
for commercial environments 
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2½-D memory operates in nanoseconds 
Computer memory's unusual wiring scheme 

permits high-speed operation at low cost 

The world's fastest large-scale com
merciaUv available ferrite-core 
memory, will make its debut at the 
Spring Joint Computer Conference 
in Boston, April 26 to 28. The 
Nanomemory 650, made by Elec
tronic .\1emories, Inc., has a cycle 
tinw of 650 nanoseconds and an 
acc<.'ss time of 300 nanoseconds. for 
any of up to 16,384 words each of 
which may be as long as 84 bits. 

This speed is attained with a 
21,2-dimensional organization, 
which combines the speed of a 
linC'ar-selcct, or 2-D, design with 
tlw cconorny of a coincident-cur
rent. or 3-D. design. The cores arc 
toroidal, similar to those in most 
conventional ferrite-core memories, 
"ith an outside diameter of 0.02 
inch. The memory is faster than 
other big ferrite-core memories, 
and bigger than other fast mem
oril'S, some of which are experi
nwntal only. [See p. 118; and 
Ell'Ctronics, Dec. 28, 1965, p. 36, for 
example.] 

The sketch below illustrates how 
the 2½-D combines the advantages 
of its 2-D and 3-D cousins. 

A 2-D memory is organized as a 
single plane. It is expensive bc
causc, for high speed, a capacity 
of 2" words requires decoding of 
n address bits. 

Because a 3-D organization re-

zN WORDS 

DATA 

N-BIT ADDRESS 

Two-dimensional organization is fast 
but quite expensive for large memories. 

quires suhstantially less address 
decoding it is clwaper, but it is 
substantiallr slo" <'r. It is organized 
as a series of stacked planes; each 
plane contains one bit in each 
word contained in the memory. 

In the 2½-D organization, the 
plane array resembles the 2-D; but 
the x-winding is doubled around 
to pass through two rows of cores. 
Current in the x-winding may pass 
in one direction or the other, de
pending on which of the two rows 

BITS IN ONE WORD 

TYPICAL 
X-WINDING 

Three-dimensional organization Is less 
expensive, but limited in speed. 

of cores is being addressed. 
The Nanonwmory 650 is com

plete with all electronic circuits in 
one packag<.'. However, only one 
side of the data register is arnil
able as output; if the user requires 
both O and 1 outputs. he must pro
vide his own inverters in his own 
circuit packagl'. 

A price range• of 6 to 8 C<'nts per 
bit is quoted for the :'\-650. This 
comes to about $100,000 for the 
largest available size, 16,384 wore.ls 
b> S-l bits. 

Specifications 

Capacity 

Word length 
Operations 

Cycle time 

Access time 
Input power 

Operating 
environment 

Interface 

Weight 
Delivery 

4.096, 8. I 92. or 16.384 
words 
8 to 84 bits 
Read and restore 
CleM and write 
Read, modify and wnte 
(~phi cycle) 
650 r,anosec:onds (read, 
W"lte) 

775 nanoseconds (minimum 
split) 
300 nanoseconds 
115 .!:10 vac, 60 cps. single 
phase. 3 wire 700 watts 
normal. 1700 peak, typical 
(varies with word length) 

HO to +4o• c .. 90% rela
tive hum1d1ty 
Twisted-pair. either voltage 
or current. Either pos,ttve 
or negative voltage output 
(not both) • 
350 pounds 
4 1/2 to 5 months 

Electronic Memories. Inc., 12621 Chad
ron Ave., Hawthorne, Calif. 90250 
Circle 350 on reader service card. 

,..... X-WINDINGS 
!BIDIRECTIONAL -
CURRENT) 

EITHER OF TWO 
CORES SELECTED 
DEPENDING ON 
DIRECTION OF 
X-CURRENT 

SENSE WINDINGS 
PARALLEL TO 
Y-WINDINGS 

~ 

I 
' i 

Y-WINDINGS - 
(UNIDIRECTION~ '· CURRENT) 

I 

' I 
I 

I 

I I 
\ 

Bidirectional current 1s part of address 
decoding in 2½·dimensional scheme. 
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